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This thesis investigates the utility of conventional

• ~military ln" •rvention by Western powers in achieving their !

short-term foreign policy ams. Through a srvey of the lIt

erature of political-military coordination, case studies of

contingency force Interventions, and comparative analysis of'

the intervontions, factors fundamental to successful contln-

gency operations are developed.

The study finds that many contingency force opera-

tions have succeeded in attaining short-term foreipn poll-

cy objectives, Operations designed for overt coercion have

been less successful than interventions to defend terrltory

or support friendly governments, Situational constraints in

P0- oeratln directly against hostile powers and incurring

Sisks of" escalation to nuclear warfare 9.4e. found to be Impor-

ittnt elements in overall failure, Clear dct-ntition and

careful coordination oftactical and strtndevlo military ob-

Jectives were required In successJul defen.lve afd stability

operations. Precise delineation of military objectiveg was

not necessary to achieve coercion throt-h de)!loytnqtitc of

'orces; however, once these forces enpwed n dactive c00b4t

Soperotion, military succesu was a necesary but not nuffi- -

icient precondition for over,4dl success. Future contlnponey

f'orres will need u&dditionul capabilition to deoloy SiZAble

ar6-•red f'orces to ncnluve coartion sand defetwe objective,.

"' • 111 i
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C1HAP1Ik I

INTRODUCTION

The importance af military force has been a cen-

tral feature of modern International relations. 'Superpowers

have staved off major conflict with each other through-the

continuous presence of threats of mutual annihilation, legi-.

timized as deterrence. The superpowers have also Intervened

elsewhere. Sometimes the Interventions have been overt, with

uni1f ormed military forces; often the Interventions have been

covert or Indirect, with military aid, training, advisors, or

espionage and subversion. Regional powers have fought brief

violent wars or waged protracted struggles to further their

own national interests; .and over three, decades these regional

conflicts have O1tvov'- Increasingly modern srAd deustruetive

weapons. The threat of nuc-lear prollferation. Is fast &P-

preaching reality. Even within sate&to violence has betome

a bvCy at life. The tensions of, moderidzsLl on and external

pressures,* often oxacorbati4 by subvurtion frois abroad,, have

. . . . .. .. .severey.4 tuxed the domestic politic"l structure ift many dvvtl-

eties, and a retort to ams has been the inevitable conse-

q~uenuAee

tNothing In the iazediate future teem" likely to chanse

e&e Isportance of military force. In particular, the ..Ut -

state seens likely to remalia the primely actor In the inter-
1ý
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national system. Mdvances In communicatt;)ns and the In-

tegration of the world economy seem, paradoxicaj"iy. tL ýv

* generated Increased national cortsciuusness at. the saze tlwt.

that thre breakup of the old colonialL emplxrea n-is L ie

world commurnity wlth a multitude of new states. To be sure,
* many rnterna-tional organizations have emer~gea, but in r

central Issues of' the territorial Integrity anid the aecurlty

of nation-states, thte states themselves seem likely to re-

main t~heir own final guarantors. As many theorists have sug.-

gested. Issues of tuAtional security are too importan~t to be

left to international organizations, and the successes of

these inter-atlonal organizations have occurred largely In

the absence of vital national Issues.

The future seems to hold significant areas of potefle

tial conflict Within thle nation-state system. The Integration

of the world economy has escalated tyformerly minor con.

corns to the st4tus of vital na~tionalI &L'; For the UtS

th3, problems of eneray are representativet o-. this tendency.

Worldwlde tenaions over the dlstributloii of goods, resources,

and accutulated wealth will probably Intenu-Ilfy. These ton-.

alons will be red by a widespread anti-.Western outlook per-

hw~ps derived froc the anti-iaperia1ist e-thic of tany of the

r-et CtM~ea. kit tt~erlflvtg the new ttnaioniu, of the 'htaves'

verstw the hlAve-notsU wil11 rest the furAaen-al ccnifl lot of

Irterettu of t.e two 3naperpovers. Ffro this WAvaigtion of

tensiotws, little hope mecaivu that the world will see any

sigulttl atbt 4ecalne IA t"e icpottabcc of force In Iater-
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national affairs.

But the questions remain for the US, what sorts of 5

military forces are to be preferred, and how ought these mi-

-litary forces to be employed? Certainly almost three decades

of competition with the Soviet-Union have won public accep-

tance of the need for some sort of nuclear forces to m)in-

,tan deter-,ence from a direct attack upon the US. (Of course

'the composition of these strategic deterrent forces arouses

considerable public debate.) Also, most of the public would

1 . apparently accept some forces stationed on the European con-*

j . 7 tinent to preserve the credibility of the American commit- * 1
ment there. :(Though again the size and composition of these

forces is debatable.) But far more controversial in the long

term will be conventional, general purpose foroes designed to-.

"be employed in some unforeseen contingency. For what con-

tingency could such forces be usefully employed? zZow large

"must such contintency forces be, and how should they be

equipped and tiained? Will the maintenance of contingency

forces increase the probability that the US will become In-
•iii• '•volved abroad In areas of less than vital concern? Surely,..•i

In tne years to come, it is these general purpose, uneom--

mitted forces which will receive the most Intense public

scrutiny and will generate the least public support.

The Issae of the utility of contingency forces is of

utmost importance to the US$ foreign and military policies*

The contingencies for which these general purpose forces

A might be designed are likely to occur all too frequently tn ;r-• -I•

• .•::
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the f~uture. While the chances of strategic or central war

with the Soviet Union seem remote, the likelihoo4. of c

gres&-Ave deterioration of US-interests in more peripheral

I~. areas I.s quite high. In the Middle East, In South and Soul'h-

east Asia, even in Latin America, the prevailing tide seems

t not to be running In line with what the US perceives as its

N long-term Interests. kid a near continual series of short-

term disorders seem to present-ýýthemselves as challenges to

American concepts of international peace and stability.

Many Americans seem to accept on faith that the mi-

litary capabilities of the US cons~titute a court of last re.

exaple th pesisenc wih wichthepossibilities of
miltar sizue o Aab~llfels hvebendiscussed. Even
mor dagerus as:ben te tndecy f mnyto seek reliance

on he hret t us f rde th crdibityof that threat is

of curs deendnt pon'th utlit ofactu~ally employing

forcs, n cntigenc opratons Ifcontingency forces are

to e uefu, ten omeguielies o teiruae are vital;

If tey re ot ikey tobe sefl, heyconstitute a equan-

derng f pecius esurcs ad prhas eena provocation

by their very existence*

Thic paper addr'essee the utility of US~ contingency

for'ces# Specifically* It~ evaluates the attainment of na-.

tionaI objectives by Westei-n contingency forces during tho

. .. .. -- -- -period- 1950-1965o From the ouse histories of several con.

tingency operakt1ons, the characteristics critical In daotr..

vPý
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mnining. success or failure are developed. These character-

istles are then projected Into the immediate future to pro-

vide cert~aiii guidelines for effective struct~uring and em-

ployment of contingency forces*

The study assumes throughout a realistic view of

Internatioiias affa'r&. The active conflict arnd competition

characteristic of the past are presumed to be inevitable in

the fuvuxe * Maintenance and employment of contitngency

forces are assumecL not to exercise any decisive tnfluencee

through what some w'ritiers have called *the Institutional-

ization of violencei" on the competitiveness ol' the inter-

= national system* International Intercourse will continue

to depend, in large measure, on various forms and degrees

of coercion- oortingencor foraes will represent one instru-.

ment of that coercion.

Becau~se this study deals with the relatively brief

period from 1950 to 1965, the effectiveness of contingency

forces has been examined only for the short-term, Their

utIlity In advancing long-"term goals,, if these be considLered

distinct from the short-term objectives, Isc beyond the scope

.... .... ofthi study.

This studZ, is limited to contingency operatio~ns

.interventions -Involving conventional military forces*

Other forms-of Intervention, Irncluding the provision or mii-.

tar'y training and equipment. aire beyond thu scope or thio

paper.

The 'remaining chapters of this thesis exaumne tr
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f Issueo introduced above. In QCapter II the literature on
' the use of ui1.1tary power to attain national objectiveL; is

surveyed* Chapter III explains in detail the methodology ofA the investigation. In Chapter IV seven contingency opera!

tions I'ivo~ving, ijonventiona). military intervention are de-
scribed arnd analyzed. Chapter V summarizes the findings of

the historical Invostigation and suggests the applicability

t ~of. the historical findings to present circumstances*

.,J
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CkiAPTEkt II

hEVILW OF THE~ L1TkaiATUhE

Problems of4 coordinating military operations with

political objectives have been recognized for thousands of

y ears. Scores of writers have oontributed to the dialogue

of military strategy; the volume of writings has been espe-

cially great In the past three decades. Specialized fields

such as deterrence and crisis management have blossomed.

To deal effectively with the literature of poli-9 . tical-military coordination, this chapter focuses on the.

works which have best developed the themes relevant to con-
tingericy force operations* It is not a comprehensive but

rather a representative review of the literature* Karl von

Clausewitz' tract on ja established the fundamental inter-

relationship between military actions and political aims

which has gained Increasingly wide acceptance today* Amner-

lean strategists Henry Kissinger and Robert Osgood advanced

American understanding of the Importance of limited war and

other military commitments which sought less than absolute

destruction of the opposition~ Thomas C. Schelling extended.

the analysis of the political utility of military forces by

Investigating the coercive emplcyment of military power. Co
2 . ereive diplomacy was further aoslyzed by Alexander L. George, 4

tM~vId K. Hall, and William H. Simons In light of the American

70



engagement in Vietnam. And, faced with the difficulties of

the Vietnam conflict, other writers such as William R. Fox

and Paul Keckskemeti explored further the problems of con.

flict termination*

Clausewitz -The Synthesis of

Military Strategy and Politics

Systematic investigation of the theory of military

intervention began with the writings of Karl von Clausewitz

in the Nineteenth Century. Clausewitz established three

fundamental precepts of war which have remained as the cor-

nerstones of Intervention theory. In the first place he

posited that the military methods and objectives of any cam-

paign must be subordinate to the political ends for which the

campaign has been Initiated. In Clausewitz' words,

A War Is an act of violence Intended to compel our
opponent to do our will....War is niot merely a poll-
tical act but a real political instrument, a contin-
uation of political commerce, a carryinig out of the
same by other meanst...(The) political view Is the

obec, aristh means, an h ea s munst always

Clausewitz thus established war as merely another

act along the continuum of diplomatic Intercourse. While

war was seen to be subject to imperatives derived from the

nuttare of absolute violence, war must nevertheless be viewed

as an Integral part of the pattern of interstate relations;

war must be subordinate to the political aims of the state,

Claus ewi tz took gr'eat effort to explain that wars must not

be left to the military to plan; rather,, the objectives and

methods of war must be the most vital concern of national
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political leaders. 2

In viewing war as an Integral part of national

polIrv Claurewitz was led, secondly, to the idea of limited

war. Wars need not necessarily be fought to the total devas-

tation of one side or the other; Indeed, to do so might be

0 Irrational. As Clausewitz explained,

War does not always require to be fought out until
one party is overthrown; and we may suppose that, whenSthe motives and passions are slight, a weak probability
will suffice to move the side to which it is unfavorable
to give ways....

As war Is no blind act of passion but is dominated
by the political object, therefore the value of that
object determines the measure of the sacrifices by which
It is to be purchased. This will be the case, not only
as regards extent, but also as regards duration. As
soon, therefore, as the required outlay becomes so great
that the political object is no longer equal in value,
the object must be given up and peace will result. 3

Only this idea that war might be halted short of the com-.

plete destruction of one side or the other allowed war to be

viewed as an integral part of national policy; wars which

threatened the very existen- of the belligerents woild soon

escape the control of political leadership. In essence,

Clausewitz had established that the political objectives In

war ought usually be limited to something less than the

total destruction of the opposition,

How then ought military power be directzd In order

-t.-. -ihieve the politicul aims of the war? Again, Clausevitz 4.

a.swer provided the foundation from which later theory has

developed. Clausewitz noted that there were three genertal

possibilities for military objectives: the military power

of the enemy, the territorial Integrity or' the enemy, or

411



the enemy's will to combat. Clausewitz felt that the most

important objective must be the will of the enemy. As fie

stated, "War cannot be considered at an end so long as the

will of the enemy Is not subdued also...."5 FUrtheimore,

attacks upon the will of the enemy offered prom) 5e of vie-

tory even when the destruction of the enemy's mili~tary power

or occupation of his country wa~s Impossible.

We see, therefore, that In wars where one side
cannot completely disarm the other, the motives for
peace on both sides will rise or fall on each side
according to the probability of future success and the
requi~red outlay. If these motives were equally strong
on both sides, they would m~eet in the center of'their
political differences. Where they are strong on one
side they might be weak~ on the other. If their amount
Is only sufficient, peace will follow, but naturally
to the advantage of the gide that has the weakcest mo-
tive for its conclusion.0

Now, were the other side convinced of this before-
hand, It is only natural that he would strive for this
probability only, Instead of first wasting time and
effort in an attempt to achieve the total destruction
of the enemy's ary

In his emphasis upon the enemy's will as t?'le prerequisite

for victory Clausewitz struck upon the notlon that has

underlain all later intervention theory.

In descending below the level of grand strategy,

Clausewl tz was concer-ned with the oblective or the war*

7hough there might be many means or attaining this objective

the primary mvthod was to destroy the armed forcies of the

enemy.

The aim of War In conception munt always he the
overthrow of the ettemy: this Is the funda&mental Idea
frow which we act out.

NOW wh~tt in tnis overthrow? It does not alwaysz
imply as racosury the complete conl4uest o* Lhte enemy's
country,.
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All that theory can say here is as follows: That the
grreat point is to keep the overrulin~g relatitons of both
prarties in vieW. Out of them a certain center of prrav-
itv, a center of power and movement, will form itself,
o'n whl&h everything depends; and against this center of
gravity of the enemy, the concentrated blow of all the
forces must be directed. -

* In states torn by internal dissensions, this center
generally lies in the capital; In small states depen-
dent upon larger ones, It lies generally in the Army of

* ~these Allies; In a confederation it lies In t~he unity
of their Interests; In a national insurrectlon, In the
person of the chief leader, arnd In public opinion;
against these points the blow must be directed*

But whatever may be the central point of the en-
emy's power against which we are to direct our oper-
ations, still the conquest and destruction of his Army
Is the surgat commencement, arid In all cases the most
essential.

Though Clausewitz'did not contend that the only means to

achieving a favorable outcome to the war was the destruction

of the enemy's ar'med forces, he believed that their de-

struction would be the suxrest path to a successful outcome*

but how Is the enemyts armed force to be destroyed?-

Clausewitz observed that there existed several means of

destroying the enemy's forces, but that the surest means to

their dest-ruction was to engage and defeat thes in a ell-

t actic battleo

The destruction of the enemy's armed force Is the
means to-the end...*The only means of destroyinFg the
enemy's armed force is by combat, but this may be done
in two ways; (1) directly, (2) indirectly, through a

. .combination of combats, If therefore battle Is the
chief means, still It Is n~ot the only ioesns. The cup-.
ture or a fortress or a portion- of' -territory is In
itself really ua dest-uct-1orn or the enemy~s forces*.*..

But as. Clausew.itz emphaisized,

Thitn de~struction of' the enem.,:is force must be prin.-
cipaliy effected b'y battle.A

Only great aui gener~i bAttles can produce great

results.



--IThe results will be greatest en combats UniteW ~themselves into one great battle.1

For Clausewitz, then, 'War was chiefly a matter of bringing
the enemy to battle under conditions in which decisive
destruction of his armed forces could be achieved.

Although there are many Important observations in
Clausewitz' work, none of his tactical Ideas stand out so

'I clearly as the need for masse1  Not only must the armiei
raised be large., but they must also be kept concentrated.12

These large armies must maneuver to strike the enemy a con.
centrated and decisive blow then pursue the routed army
until it Is destroyed*

The synthesis which Clausewitz created between war
and politics was largely Ignored by other theorists In Nine-.

teenth Century Europe.1 Rather, these men seized on his
prescriptions for the military itself@ the arguments forbattles and masse From Clausewitz' explication of his ex-.
tremely complex ideas, It was but a short step to Foah's
dictum, *Modern War knows but one argument: the tactical

battle.fact,,btte There ensued In the West a separatlon ofmilitary art from the overriding political constraints and
objectives which has not been fully bridged to this, day.
And for the extension of Clausewitz* Ideas In the West onemust turn to. the American debates o. ainl taeyo
the 1950'so

Kýissinger and Osgiood The Strategy
Of Limte Wr

In 1954 Secretary of State John P~oster Dulles an..
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I j nuunced the US strategy of Massive Retaliation. This

strategy explicitly rejected the maintenance of US capacity

to defewl the free tiorld throu~gh locai militarý actions and

instead callied for reliance on the deterrent element of mas-.

17 sive retaliatory power* to be delivered against the enemy by

the means and at the times and, places of our own choosing*

The strategy perpetuated the American tendency to view war

and peace as two fundamentally dichotomous states*

In the aftermath of the Korean War and DienBlenPhu,

the new strategy provoked an immediate debate, The con-

troversy swept through the foreign affairs community of the

United States; many analysts participated In it, with art-

icutes appearing In many scholarly and popular journals.

However* two books, both appearing In 195?. contained most

at the digested analyses of the strategy arnd also aerved as'

the spritNmroads from which the follow-on atrategy of Flex-

ible Response was developed. These books,, Henry- Kissinger's

116
Ossood's. Limited- War, TheChallente- -to- -peri con Strate"

Also m~ark toe continuation of Cly~usewltz* analyses of the

theory of polltical-military coordination*

Both KisSonger "nd Osgood felt that Madaive keatlia-

tion was L;Imply unworkable, The most likely risk was not of

an. all-out Soviet attack on M~e- US but of limited iattAcks or

subversion around the perlphery ol the Sino-4Soviet sphere of

-. - power. And in ait~e*ptlr4g to counteract these atdvances the

power of, massive retalation would be ineffeewul.. As K! s-
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singer explained,

IGiven the power of modern weapons, a nation~ tha~t
relies on all-out war as Its chief deterrent Imposesý
a fearful psychological handicap uv~on Itself, The most
egonizing decision a statesma~n oarn face Is whether or
not to unleash all-out war;, all the pressures will maite

4 . ~for hesitation, short of a direct attack threatening the
national existence. And he will be confirmed In his
hesitations by the conviction that, so long as his re-
taliatory force remains intact, no shift In the ter-
ritorial balance is of decisive significan~ce. Thus both
the horror and the power of modern weapons tend to para-.
lyze action: the former because it will make few issues

t . seem worth contending for; tne latter because It causes
many disputes to seem Irrelevant t~o the overall strat-
egic equation. The psych,_,ogical equation, therefore, *
will almost Inevitably operate against the side whichA
can extricate itself fromu a situation only by the threat
of all-out war* Who can be certain, faced with the
e~tastrophe of all-out war, even Europe, the keystone of
ol~r security, will seem worth the price?

A,- the power of. modern weapons Frows, the threat of
all-ov't war loses Its credibIlity and thus Its poll-.
tical ef.1lenss Our capaaity for massive retal-
iation did vnet avert the KorefAii Wa~ the loss of nortt'.
ern Indochina, or the $uez crisis.fý

Osgood reached a similar conclusion In surveyling the

rc~ults of US aid to the Freuoh In Indochina In the early

One major lesson of Indochina, like the lesson of
Korea, Is that unless we have the wi ll und eapaoity to
support local, defense by limited war, our ability to
drop bombs on China w~id the Soviet Union will not be
sufficient to contain Communism in areas whi .~4a are
unillin~g to defend at the cost of total wa'0.

The limited wars which Mesinger aind Osgood envi-.

sioned were US "tilitary Interventi-onst they were to be dis-

tinguished from the tro itional American scheme of war by

four fears liie ~~cavs, firms political direotione

tlexible milita~ry capabilitiesp and proper public support.

First, licited wa&rs vuust be. foug~ht for limited. D.1-

Jectivese At. -good noted,
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Clearly, the overall strategic objective of contain,-
ment requires ti~at the specific political objectives for
which the United' States must be prepared to fight lrn-
I tP' wr-s will not entail radicail changes of the status
*lu04 The very fact that the war remains limitedi al-
though the belligerents are physically capable of im-
posing a much greater scale of destruction assumes that
neither of the belligerents' objectives constitute such
a serious challenge to the status quo as to warrant ex-
pariding the war greatly taking the large risks of
precipitating total war.

The risk of not 11i4ting the political objectives was, of

course, the risk of expansion to a nuclear war which might

threaten the existence of civilization, It local defense

was to provide any viable alternative to the threat of mas-

sive retaliation and all-out war, then political objectives

4 ~of the Intervention hatd to remain limited. Of course, the

enemy must understand that US political objectives were

limited.

Civilian political direction of military Moces

wais seen to be vital. As Kissinger observed#

LimitLed war presents the military with particular
dlfficulties....6ince the military cani never be certain
how virny forces the opponent will, :,n fact. cor--It to
the struggle and since they feel obliged to guard
*against every contingency,, they will devise plarns for
limited war which in3ensibly approach the level of all..
out conflict.

From apurely milit--ry point of view they ure right.
for11mtedwar to essentially a political acat. Its

Aistingu1shitig feature 1.s that It can nave no purely ul.*
litary solution, The politica'l le~dershIp tautt, thete.
*fore, &ssume the respionsibilitles for deffinIng the
fr~mevork *I thi hihtealury are to develop their
plans and4 aspbl ls' , The prerequisite for a poil
iey of limited wir is to reintroduce the polItIcal. .1
ement Into our concept or* warfare' ..m to discard-the no-
tion that policy lends vwie war begins or that var I~
ha&Ve goAlS distlndftroz ' th~oe oi"f ntiotnal policy.

In other words, military olijectlves and methods should not

be selected solely wi th an eye for the: r casise4.oe es,.: tt 1
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armed focsof the opponent state. Bather, the formulation

and Implementation of military actions must be caretully co-

ordinated to support the fundamental political objectives

for which the nation entered the war. All of this, of

Ji•. course, Is distinctly Clausewitzia•., yet It represented for

both the military and national pollcyma~ers a great depar-

"ture from traditional American attitudes and experience.

US military forces must be flexible enourh to wage

4 war at all levels of violence in any part of the globe. This

flexibility required both a new doctrine and an expanded cap-

ability to wage war at vhe sub-nuclear level. Military power

must still be capable of achieving the most rapid and com-

plete destruction of the enemy In an all-out war, but for

limited wars the military must be able to apply graduated

amounts of destructive poper for limited objectives and

- wlth appropriate pauses for politica tltcussions. In lm.-

ited war militury operations had to a.• >3?Zucte1 -dscret

phases which p-rmiVted the opportunlty ••r tAotn' sides to as-
sess risks and possibilities tor settlem.ent before esc-#A-

.ating to the ioext phase or military operdiots. New wen-

pons systems would.be required for li4te4 war, too, Total

war required weapons system- designed to Inflict maxicum

destruction In &inimu= time, while limited war required

Shlthli mobile wna.ons systems which could be -ovtd to trou-

.le spots to brln* their power to beMa uti disc•rz.i•ation 2

b .*oth writers tel t nt"t t&he U tecn hcked oth doctrine and-.

veaOon& to wage limited uAr auccesaruljy.

•.;'•.
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FT Finally, a policy of limited war required discrete

Asupport from the public. Certainly the public must under-

stanu -he rationale for the limited war, and the public must

tolerate-the employment of forces in less than an all-out ,

which might exacerbate the intrinsic tendencies of any con-
flict toward escalation. A degree of public u~nderstanding

not previously demonstrated in the US would be required to ...

engage successfuilly in limited wars.

Neither writer developed in any depth the parti-

cular relationships between military objectives and the porn4i

).itical ends to be attained. Both writers acknowledged that

it was difficult to make explicit analyses of military ob-

jectives and limitations prior to the actual initl.ation of

the war. In fact, this was one of the fundamental problems

of limited war. 3 Thus both writers tended to emohasize

general characterisites of a military doctrine rather than

clear guides to that doctrine. 4

Nevertheless, some fundamental points on the intter.

relationship of military and political objectives did appear*.

In the first place both writers emphasized that the primary

function of the military operation was to affect the enemy's

will to continue the fipht* As Kiss!.g.Ver stated,..

-~I... (limited war) represents an attembit to airc the
enemy's will, riot to crush it, to make the conditions to
be imposed seem more attractive thAn continued resis-
tance, to strive for spocitl' goals and tiot for complete 4
annihilation. In a li.mited watr the psychological equ&.
tion will be of crucial. Importance, no-' only wi th re-

zpet. o he decision to enter the war but throurho-1,
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the course of military operations,2

Osgood explained that military effectiveness in lim-

2ited war was to be measured not only by Its effect on the

I ~physical capabilities of' the other side but also by the poll-

tica2. and psychological consequences of military measures,

r ~and the relation of' these measures to the ability of the US
I and the enemy to c:ýntinue to generate resources for the

25war. It was apparent from the thrust of these conceptv

that objectives whic-h had military value In affecting the en..

emy's capabilities might have to be measured against their

psychoTlogical, political, and economic effect~s; implicit

also was thb reverse, that engagements which might have lit-

tie military effect might be of~ momentous consequence due

to their psycholo~gicalo political, or economic impacts, It
%, A

was c0ear also that to some degree the limitation and dire,,,"

i~ltion of militar~y measures to obt~ain maiimum, Impact must be

guided heavily by assumptions aboixt the enemylys charactter anid

4oiatos
A second thread of the Jnte.-relationship betweeni the

military and po itIcal objectives wa.ýexplored. b~y- XI~singer?

~.the Inifluence of' the threat of escailation upon the conduct

'of limited war* Kissinger's h~alt premise wus that the threat

4 ~ of escalation wo~uld urve to limdit te war for the loser

could convinoingly threateni to escalate u.nless he achieved

more favorable results whi 1,t tihe winners~ threat to escalate

*Vra led i7t>ojctv-ol se esrrdbe

Alsei th .;escut. htte lne'etsiotteW

A ,. ~
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tary outcome as was, the less likely It would be to test the

determination of Its opponent to escalate the conflict,2

The Implications of this line of reasoning were twofold*

'4 First, since limited engagements ýwould not inevitably ea-

A 1 c-alate to general war* limited war was a feasible policy op-

tion. Second, forces committed to an operation need not

overwhelm the enemy completely; rather, US nuclear forces

would serve as a brake on escalation. US conventional forces'

would be merely the *price of admission;" they would lIii-

tiate the risks or-escalation to: nuclear war which would

halt the enemy's'attempts to alter the status quo* Hence$

US forces required fo limited warfare might be somewhat

lower than they would-need be if not analyzed in relation to

the risks of all-out war. -,Of course, different types and

quantities of conventional forces could be required In var-

Ious circumstances.

T.he concept of limited vir (military intervention)

which both writers espoused was essentia'ly defensive. It

was to be exercised when deterrence 'failed, when the comn-

munists-Attempted to circumvent the limits of' strategic nu-

clear deterrence* And~,with t.~oir emphasis on U~S defi-

ciencies, they were more involved In establishing the re-J

quirements ror. a policy of limite~d war than In articulatinv

precisely -the nature. of theý limited war policies which ought

ul~timiately; emerge,*

Schel, 4nP- ThP Wnlqm~ey of Vlokerioe

The next steps In the development of the theory oi
4'

ý-'
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military Interventiorn were taken by the many writers who

contributed to the ideas of crisis management and coompa-

titive risk-takintg. Among the field Thomas Schellirig.'s

2?
Arms and Influence, publlished in 19660 best Incorporated

the many facets of political-military coordination as they

were understood prior to large-scale US involvement In Viet-

nam *

j Schelling's fundament-al point was that there were

really two uses of military force. The first was to employ'~1 brute power to seize terrain or some other objective, The

A second use was to generate pain, to cause hurt* As Schel-A ling noted,
The usual distinction between force and diplomacy is

not merely In the instriment, words or bullets, but In~
the relation between the adversaries -in the interplay
of motives and the role of communications, understand-
ings, compromise and restraint. Diplomacy Is bargain-
ing...

With enough military force a country may not need to
bargain. -Some things a country wants, it can take, and
some things It has, It can keep, by sheer strength,
skill, and Ingenuity,, It can do this fo~roibly, accom-
madting only to opposing strengzth, skill, and Ingenuity
and without trying to appeal to an opponent's wishes.
Forcibly a country can repel and expel, penetrate and
occupy, seize, exterminate, disarm, and disable, con-
fine, deny access and directly frustrate Intrusion, or
attack. Tt can, that is, if it has enough strength.
"WEnough" depends on how much the opponent has.

- 2,2There is something else though that force can do.
It Is less military, less heroic, less impersonal, and
less unilaterali:; It Is uglier and ha~s received much less
attention in Western military strategy,,.. M4ilitary
force can be used to hurt. In addition to taking and
protect~ing things of value, It can destroy value. In

2 ~addition to weakening an enemy militatrily, It can cause
an enemy plain suaffering.

The pot~er to hurt lo barg~aining, power. To expio t.
It Is diplomucy -vicious diplomacy, but dpoay 2

And It was the use of mlllt&ary power coetrcively, to hulrt Ban
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opponent, upon which Scihelling directed his attention,

The p~ower to hurt may be exercised either by the ac-

tual1 use of military force or by the threat to use military

force* Ini any given case., Schelling implied, the decision

to use force rather than to threaten to use force should de-

pend upon several factors including the credibility of the

threat, the bargaining positions of the respective parties,.

and the risks entailed by the use of force.2  But regard.

less of the particular form of coercion attempted, the coer-

cion was seen to be both more versatile and more compli-

cated than the brute use of force. To generate coercion

*the coercor must know, as a minimum, the values of the op-

ponents; he must communicate his own demands to the oppon-

ents; arnd he must share some common interests with the op-

p onents.31 The range of common interests need not be great;

a desire on both parts to reduce losses or end the war might

be sufficient to produce a successful termination if coer-.

cion were appropriately applied. Naturally, this coo~rcive

employment of military violence would require extensive co-

ordination with politVU'a3 vtzs and constraints*

Schelling distinguished- two fundamental types of. Co-.

ercion, deterrence and compellence.. These were logically . ,-

distinct; deterrence aimed to prevent an opponent from

acting by threatening him with certain consequences*. The

onus or Initiating the consequen~ces was designed to-rest with

the opponent. -Compellence aime~d to force anapoponent-to act.

ina. certain. manner by tak~ing positive actiont areT'
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These actions might be merely threatening, or they might In-
volve the actual application of force.3

In practice the difference between deterren~ce and.

compellence was not so clear; it might be a difference of

timing or degree. Compellence usually Involved initiating

an action, whereas deterrence usually Involved merely set-

S.: ting the stage or tne trip wire and waltingo3 3 Compellence

usually required a threat with definite timing; deterrence

tended to be Indefiilte, in Its timing.34 A compellent

threat was usually less easily-connected (by the threatened

party) with the desired response than a deterrent threat.

As Schelling explained,

In a deterrent threat the objective is often com-
municated by the very preparations that make the threat

credble.Thetrip wire often demarcates the forbidden
territory. There is usually an inherent connection be-
tween what Is threatened and what Is threatened about*
Compellent threats tend to communicate only the general
direction of compliance, and are less likely to be self-
limiting* less likely to communicatte in the very design
of the threa-t just what, or how much, is demanded* The
garrison In West Berlin, can hardly be oitsunderstood about
what It Is committed to resist-,,If' it eve.-Intruded into
East Berlin$ thoughs to Induce the-Soviet or German Dle-
mocratic Republic forces to. give way. there would be 'ro
such obvious interpretatioh of where and how much to
give way unless the adventizre could be Invested with
some unglstttkable coal or limItation -a' possibility not
e .slly recognized5

In some cases there might be little disocernible difference

between compellenee and deterrenae, as when one wished to

deter an enemy from continuing to du i~methink-he 'had been

doing, or when the deterrent threat must be 'irade lively to

become credible.3

Since deterrence and compallenn~e both entailed 601.0
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ments of threat, they shared some conimon characteristicb.

Bothi threats required that the opponent be given assurances

that it' he acceded to the th~reatý he would be spared the con-

sequences of refusal.37 In both cases some degree of con-

nectedness was required between the threatened act and the

demands of the threatening pow-er to communicate the threat

the threat may be comprised of elements of actual pain to be

Inflicted or risks of higher levels of pain to be Inflicted*

As Schelling noted, the coercion would depend more on the

threat of what was to be done than on on the damage already

done.3

Despite the similarities of the two concepts of 00'w

ercion, the Impact of Bchelling's distinction beloveen deter-

rence and compellence was clear: compellence justified the

actual employment of force In limited ways to obtain purely

diplomatic * not military,'ends. The doctrine thus repro-

* sented an extension of thA concerns which Kissinger and Os-

good had earlier expressed about the need to develop means

* to prevent the artificial separation of conditions of peace

and conditions of war. As Sohelling explained,

War no longer looks like just a zontest of strength*
Wrand tebrink of war are more a contest or nerve and

risk taking, of pain and endurance. Small wars embody
the threat of a larger war; they are not just military
engagements but "crisis diplomacy".,..*

Military strategy can no longer be thought of. as It
could In so-me countries in some eras, as the science of
military victory* It is now equally,, if not more, the

* art of coercion* of intimiduktioia, and deterrence. The
Instruments of war are more puritive than acquisi tive.b
Military strategyo whether-we like It or not,4 has beeor.e
the diplomacy of violence.40
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The translation of these broad strategic principles

into specific military objectives and methods was considered

briefly by Schelling for wars at the sub-nuclear level.

First, he distinguished between the "tactical" and the *di-

piomatic" effects of violence at the tactical level.4

Since he was primarily concerned with the use of force to co-

erce, he concentrated on the diplomatic effects of' violence.

The basic problem at the tactical level appeared to be gen-

erating coercive pressures without escalating the conflict.
I I Coercion could be facilitated If tactical actions were

clearly "connected* with the demands of the coercor or the

I I aggravating actions of the opponente42 The Intent of the

43
coercing power should also appear unambin~uouse Not sur-

prisingly, Schelling favored carefully measured$ discrete

doses of tactical violence to communicate coercion to the

opponents$

At the same time that coercion was being applied.

the opponent must be made to understand the limits of the

demands of the coercor.D These limits could be communicated

thro,,ýh the military actions of the coercing power If mili-

tary actions were clearly restricted as to targets or wea-

Pons* The most effective communication of' restraint would

result from restrictions of what Schelling termed the all-or-

none variety, for example, no nuclear weapons.4 Implicit

limits might also emerge In-the threshold between phases of

escalations: these limits would also comteunicate restra.int

k and the threat or greater violence later on.*45 The sum of'
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t hese strictures Implied that tactical objectives and methods

would be carefully consitrained from above and that. object'ves

and methods would be chosen for their diplomatic rather than

their military Impact*

Finally, Schelling noted that tactical violence must

* not overwhelm the vulnerable aspects of the enemy* Some

power must be held, back to promise more terrible pain If the

46
opponents do not accede to the coereor's demands* Also,

hostage elements of the enemy must be kept viable to receive'

i4
this threat.4 The message for the tactical military COM-

mander, then, was that he would not be allowed to deal de-

cisive blows against the enemy's forces, economy, or other

targets.

In the light of recent American diplomatic successes

Schelling's thoughts seemed to promise a more humane, less

A dangerous, and certainly a cheaper method of using military

forces.

Coercive DID12macy -Teohniguee and
Te rm InaIt Ion

Writing with the perspective of the early 19700s,

Alexabder L. George, David K9 Hall, and William R. Simons

added more analysis to the theory of Intervention., In their

book The Liits ofCoercive Dialomao 4 8 they Identified four'

strategies for the~ use of violence: quick and decisive vio-

lence(Schelling~s brute force); a strategy of attrition; a

test of capabilities with~ very strict ground rules C(.hey ci-

ted the Berlin Crisis of 1948 as an example); and coercive
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diplomacyo4 9 George, Hall, and Simons then concentrated on

the problems of coercive diplomacy by examining the, cases of

Laos, 1961, Cuba. 1962, and Vietnam, 1954-64. They dis-

tinguished two types of demands which could be exerted by

coercive diplomacy: the demand for the enemy to stop what he

is doing, and the demand for the enemy to undo something he

has already done. 5 0 Both seemed to be variants of Schel-

ling's concept of compellence. The authors noted that there

were two strategies of applying coercive force; these were

the try-It-and-see approach, which involved step-by-step

gradual intensification of pressures against the enemy, and

the ultimatum approach, which set a specific demand and date

for compliance. Naturally, the latter was more dangerous to

apply but promised better results.*1

The authors identified eight factors which enabled

"the US to apply successfully the stronA variant or ultimatum

approach to coercive diplomacy. These factors were the

strength of US motivation, an assymetry of motivation in fa-

vor of the US, the clarity of US objectives# a sense of ur-

gency by the US. usable military options, the opponents*

fears of escalation, and some clarity concerning the precise

future terms of settlement. Even if all these factors

were present the authors foresaw great dif'iculty in coord-

Inating the 5Implementation of coercive diploMacy,~ However*

the difficulties attendant to implementation were not so

grave, In the views or the authors, as to nepate the desir-

ability of employing coerocve diplomacy when the appropriate
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fzactoris were present,

B~ut as the war In Vietnam seemed to drag on inde-
C iril tely, wi thout appa~rent ptvolress, other writers turned

{to a detailed examination of the problems of terminating m11-

itary Intervention~s. William Re. Fox, writing In the Anal

of the American Academy of Political and Social Science,, no-

ted that it took two powers to make peace. Conflicts

j jcould not end short of total destruftion of one belligerent

unless both sought termination. Yet the conditions of limi-

ted war might not encourage either of the warring states to

see pece Th its oe mrildi cneto

prestge iththe smaller state, might become afflicted with

objectives or Its methods despite the apparent Ineffective-

7 ness of current polioies.55  On the other side the smaller

-,power, perhaps commi tted onl* "not to lose," may be favored

by both the tactical environment and the political pressures

1 to hold out for a-more favorable settlement* These factors

did appear troublesome at the time of Fox's writing* 19709

but. no solution was readily available., Hather, both powers.

must expect a"y negotiations to take a long time, and they

must try to initiate negotiations early In the conflict.,

Paul Keekskemeti also investipated the arobleas of

conflict termination In liplit uf the American Intervention

1I Vietnaix.' 6 By his analysis war termination occurred when

the ellgerets g~eed to accept the current militeiry s1tu-~

ation a.s the basis for future political payoffs. Whether



the military outcome would be accepted or not depended upon2
whether the belligerents viewed the present military situ.-

ation as alterable in their favor with the resources re-

maining to them, and secondly, whether the belligerents felt

that the stake which they had already in the war justified

the added costs of trying to change the current military

situation, Keckskeraeti noted that the more ideological the

conflict was, the greater were the political stakes for the

belligerents themselves. He concluded that the final mea-

sure for the success of' the termination was whether the

postwar relations thus established were durable, that is,

whether~ the underlying Issues upon which the oonflict was

based were actually resolved through thie engagement. Thus

military curtailment of hostilities would not actually mean

successful war termination*

Conclusion

The literature of intervention rovl~les only general

Indicators of the proper relationships w~ini ch. must hold be-

tween military tactics and strategy and national political

aims, All writers were aware of the difficulty of recon-

ciling the military exigencies of actual combat with-the

political requirements intrinsic to the purpose of the mil-

Itary operations, Military actions must be successfAU, by.

*thieIr own standards,, If! they are to support. national policy*

but they must not be so successful as to escalate national

objectives or hintder cocnflict tersination. Nilitary actionS

must Implay the threat ofr urther escalation without pro-i
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yoking further escalation. J

It Is precisely the relationshilps between the mill_

tarvy r&tec~cml ties of Intervention and the political aspectst of Intervention at which this study Is directed. To obtain

further clarification of these relationships, the case his-

~ I tories of several interventions will be analyzed using the

I methodology discussed below,

A4 L

IT1
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CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY

The fundamental problem In examining contingency

force operations Is to develop a methodology which is both

comprehensive enough to provide valid generalizations and

sufficiently specific to afford guidance below the level of

national strategy, The methodology developed In this chap-

ter has been developed to meet this difficulty,

This chapter addresses the methodological problem in

four sections. First a rational decisiotnmaking model* link-

Ing national political alms to tactical military operations,

is presented, This model directs attention to critical areas

in Investigating political-military coordination. Next, the

hypothesis and some key definitions &re delineated to focus.

research. The third section discusses the particular math-

odology of collecting and comparing data of actual inter-

vention. operations. Finally,-aome limitation~s of the re-

search methodology are discussed,

The Rational Model

In the basie Clawewitzian forrnuwtion military vio-

lence Is purposeful; It ia Instriuaental In att-aining the ob-.

jects or the war. But, In Clausewltz view, there existed

two levels at which. mi.11itary meanis, and obj eetivas required

33
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coordination: the tactical level and the strategic level.

The distinction in these two levels was explained by

Clausewitz as follows:

The conduct of war is therefore the formation and
the conduct of fighting. If the fighting was a single
act, there would be no necessity for any further sub-
division, but the fight is composed of a greater or
lesser number of single acts, complete in themselves,
which we call combats...and which form new units. From
this arises the totally different activities, that of
the formation and conduct of these single combats in
themselves, and the combination of them with one another
with a view to the ultimate object of the War. The
first is 3alled tactics, the other strategy,

Tacticisi thetheory of the use of military forces
in combat. Strategy is th2 theory of the use of combats
for the object of the War. '

Later writers have recognized that all elements of a

nation's power must be coordinated with its military power

to achieve the national objectives. They have added the

term grand or national strategy to denote the coordination

of all the elements of national power - economic, diploma-

*tic, military - to achieve national objectives.

Based on this categorization of ends and means, one

can establish the general framework of Investigation.

Imagine a hierarchy of decisionmakers (or decisionmaking

agencies), each pursuing some objectives within the avail-

able methods and capabilities. At the highest level the na-

tional leader selects the national objectives and decides

what capabilities and methods will be used* If the national

*.leader decides to employ military power, then the national

military commaind authorities must assign strate#,io objec-

tives, allocate forceS, and specify methods or constraints

for the designated military units. The lower military com-
'4',, •

= ,i,. .

" .
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-mnnders must translate the strategic objectives Into tac-

tA'nal objectives for their units, allocate forces, specify

constra~ints, and so on, down to the lowest tactical units,

to focus precisely the einergy of the~ militar'y forces on the

A I. national aims, At each level, of' coursa, there may be one
or more objectives, perhaps somewhat conflicting, which will

hiave to be reconciled with available capabilities and al-

lowable methods. Also, these lower-level military activi-

ties must be in concert wivh other elements of national

power*

This dectsionmalcing concept can be portrayed as a

set of triangles, shown in Figure 111-1 below, with each

decisionmalcer attempting to employ his capabilities In

metkwdis which wi1ll best accomplish his assigned objectives

In coordination with other elements of national power.t

Of course, this conceptual model does not fully do-

plct real world behavior* The model assumes a rational de-

oisionmaker or decisionmaking agency at every level; It re-

quires an hierarchy of purposeful beings carefully assessing

methods and capabilities at their levels to best sat-isfy the

objectives directed from above. Obviously, a nonrational or

Irrational decision -product of accident or anger -would.

not be explained by this model, Many-decisions ari se funda-

mentali.xy from the decisionmaking or consetsus-generatinvr pro.-

ceases withIn groups; these decisions, toog woulct Ies out--

side the explanatory framework of the conceptual model.,

The hierzarchical linkage of decisi~onniakers which theA
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model portrays may also be an oversimplification. 'In some

cases top decisionmakers have managed to retain effectiv,.

pers hali control far down Into an organization In times of

crisis,

Further. the focus on decisionmaking implies that

the decision itself is the critical element in dete,-minirg

success or failure, But many splendid decisions have run

afoul of unforeseeable events or mishaps*

In sum, the model has definite limitations as an

1 explanatory paradigm for exploring the historical uses of

S~military forces to achieve national ends. This approach

will not explain why forces were, in the past$ committed, i

or •hwken they were committed, they behaved as they did*

And yet the limitations of this model for explanatory pur-

I~i•:;poses are Its strengths In directing analysis of how mlli-

•!tary forces may be useful in tke future*

){ The assumption of rationality -of I•ropter hoc ends- ,

•.•means calculations -provides the only basis on which to

•. transfer historical experiences to contemporary situations&

!ii! Only by searching for the purposeful interrelationships of

AAA4

•}.:• ipolicies and methods can the experiences of the past be

Smoetransformed Into lessons useful In guidilg future policy*

A :.The eoal of any decIslohmaver must be to allocate perfectlyv

Fthe available mer n to achieve the desired endsim this model

e directs our attention exactly toward that rational calcu-

nmdlation..s

expanThe problem of the hierarchical lnkag ses pe-

miiayf-e o civ ainlens hsapoc
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pecially critical in evaluating the applicability of mill-

tary force* Military organizations are composed of multiple

layers of declsionmakers; this layering intrinsically Fen-

erates great possibilities for misunderstanding. Commun-

Ications difficulties are compounded by the stresses of com-

bat and, Increasingly in the future, the capabilities of

electronic warfare. This problem is critical with ground

combat forces engaged in limited warfare because, as ex-

periences In Vietnam showed, tactical units may perceive sig-

nificant advantages in escalating the levels of violence

or the decisiveness of objectives while strategic deci-

sionmakers may seek to minimize violence and prevent final

destruction of enemy forces.

The concern with the decislonmaker Is appropriate,

then, at all levels, for at the national level, US decisions

to employ forces in peripheral areas, outside Western Europe

or clear and urgent threats to national survival, will re-

quire the most careful consideration.

Thus this simplistic model has significant value In

determining how military forces have been used to achieve na-

tional objectives in contingency operations and In explorihg

the constraints which will direct future US activities In

these areas.

Hypothesis and Definitions

Using the model dvsorlbed above, Ohis thesis will

establish the following hypothesis: an examination of mili-

tary actions in overst ,s contingencles will show thait t.•o-
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tIC al objectives and, methods can be chosen to Support na-
0. tional strategic aims in certain circumstances. More spe-

ciflIRl1y, the paper will demonstrate the following: first,

that military actions have been successful in achieving na.

Utnnal objectives in overseas contingencies; second, that

certain factors common to the successful situations can be

inferred to have determined the successes4 third, that ap-

plication of military force within the identified constraints

may be useful In certain future contingencies.

Military actions are defined to be deployments of

armed forces overseas for the purpose of exercising armed

coercion or violence. Excluded from this investigation are

both humanitarian missions and show-of-force mobilizations

not Involving the actual dispatch of troops. Humanitarian

missions are essentially non-coercive. Show-of-force mobi-

lizations have been excluded from consideration because

their success or failure Is derivative from the expectation

-"e of the actual deployment of forces In contingencies. If the

actual deployments are infeasible, then the show-of-force

mobilizations will be ineffective.

Tactical objectives and methods are the parameters

by which military operations may be described* Objectives

portray the immediate purposes for which the forces are dia-

patched; methods describe the techniques and limitations by

which military force Is applied. Military capabilities are

S ..... .. considered as situational constraints in planning operations -.

but are fixed In the short term.

' "
t i.

C". . ....



Overseas contingencies are crises abroad which re-

quire at least the consideration of a response by military

intervention with conventional forces. This investigation

is concerned with contingencies In the so-called peripheral

areas outside Central Europe, Japan, and North America -

the Middle East, Southeast and Northeast Asia, and Latin

America.

National strategic aims are defined to be the na-

tional objectives which the intervening power hopes to se-

cure. These objectives may be diplomatic or political In

nature, as opposed to the strategic military objectives

which are usually related to enemy forces, terrain, deploy-.,

ments, or in some instances police-type objectives such as

the maintenance of public order.

Certain circumstances may allow the effective em-

ployment of military contingency forces. However, this in-

vestigation does not seek to show that military forces will

be useful In resolving every problem confronting US foreign

policy. Ratner, It attempts to determine the parameters

which must be met for the use of contingency forces to be

considered desirable.

The term military Intervention Is used to denote the

deploye'ent of military forces into overseas crisis areas.

These intervention forces are called contingency foroes&

they may or may not be committed directly into or against

the opposing state or groups*

Vi
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Drtta Development

Three genieral problems developed In acquiring data

for the study. First, particular contingencies had to be

selected for analysis* Second, certain similar factors

within each contingency had to be discussed and analyzed*

Third, some means of~ comparing data from various contingen-

2 j cies had to be developed.

Literally hundreds of conventional military contin-

gency operations have been carried out In the international

arena over the past several centuries. The scipe of these

operations has varied from a few score soldiers to hundreds

of thousands;, the results have ranged fror~ overwhetlmi~ng sue-

cess to dismal failures However, in order to draw Inferences

applicable to the US in the last quarter of the Twentieth

Century, several criteria were stipulated in selecting cri.-

teriat for analysis. These criteria are presented and ex-

plained in Table 111-1 below* Criteria Included the time,

Intervening powtr, opposing power, location, and~ Informa-

tion available*

By using the criteria stipulated above.-Seven con-.

tinsgencies we~re aelted. for ~analysiso These were Korean

War (1950-53)o the Anlo-Prench Invasion of Suez (1956),

US Intervention In Lebanon (1958), British deployment to

Kuwait (1961), US deployment to ftailwAi (1962)0 US inter'-

ventlton In~ Vietnim (1964-65), and US deployment to the Do-

minican R1epublic (1965). These contirgencleas raned from

long-term com~itmiont to limited War to Short term deplcy-

*a
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merits of ground forces not requiring actual combat. They

covered geogr'aphic areas from Latin America to the Far East

and ranged from Interventions In allied states to ir~terven-
tions in hostile states*

Table III-1

Criteria for Selecting Contingencies

Cri terion Rationale

Post-.1949 Contingencies conducted under the
Influence of superpower bipolar com-
petition In a nuclear environment.

Intervention hy Leadership r~orrms and public accep-
US or B3nitaln tance of militar?' action are likely

to be highly significant In the fu-
ture; prevIous US and British ex-
periences provide the most acces-
sible and possibly most relevant
ruides In tl~iis area.

Intervention not Interventions awi.inst the Soviets
directly against are likely *o bc- domineated, by the
Soviets threat of nucle.;r war and will fol-

low a differernt rbami,ý than, Inter-
ventions againsý Other opponents*

Interventions not Major power control over colonial
in colonies governments and the demise of co-

lonial status reduce the %pplicabil-
'ity of lessons derived from those
experiences,

Adequate Information N~o use of clas~A fied data was per-.
avaiilable missible.

The rational .politicA -allitiary decisionmaking model

Indicate~s that the cruclil r.&otors which demand assessment

In each oonttingenc3ý are the ooordinatloni and compatibility

of the objectives and met~d within~ the capabilities and



c ~rictraints at each of the deelsionmakinpg levels, Toaiis

In' analyzing these factors the following specific questloT's

were Askett of each continrency operation* How were the mill-

tary objic Lives to support national objectives? Ho0w vell

4 ~ were military objectives and methods coordinated with other

aspects of national power? How feasible was the attainment

of the military objectives? How did military capabilities

interact with the development of national plans and/or mill-

tary ohjectives, and methods?

After the narrative analysis of each contingency was

completed the various factors involved in each contingency

were assigned abstract evaluations so that they could be

copred against each other. The factors to be. evaluated

were derived from a compilation and synthesis of considera-

tions developed by the various theorists or political-mili-

tary coordination* It must be emphasized that these evalua-

tions, and the rationale by which they are justified, do not

constitute formal hypotheses. Indeed, some of these factors

were derived by theorists examining tho very continggencies
investigated in this study. RIao.erq these fctraetob

used strictly in the -desriptive sevwep as aids to catalog-.

invr and comimring the Important &#pects of the centingency

operations.,

Pour g~ener.al areas of eachi (cOntiene were oval"-

uated land assigv~ed rankinj~s. These venerai areas vere flaw

tional objectIves, situational constraintsa. tilitury ob-.

jectives and~ methods,~ and1 poic ~y coo~rdination factora.

Th'1 varloui4 objectives- of contingency operation', :e
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felt to have significant impact In determining the char- .

acteristics and requirements for success. Thoughna' oa

objectives were often extremely coimplex and ambiguo'Us,.thts

oetudy categorized each contingency operation bflt1,s primaryo,

Ksecondary, and tertiary purposes as defensive. support or
stability, coercive, or seizure.

C.I
ftCertainly the various situational factors present In

contingencies exercised strong influence on their outcomes.

The six situational. factors selected for comparison were the .
loc-ation of the intervention, the n~ature -of the opposition, :
military capabIlitles of the Intervening, state, Irconsis-

tency of intervention with previouis poltoles, lack of public

support for the interventtiov,, and the. risks of~ escalation.

The rationale for seltction and the spectflci evaluations to

be assigrned within each factor are described i n Table. 111-4

below.

Table 111-2.

Si tuational Constraints-

Situational factor Ue~ree of '
Constraint

Locstato Of. intervention
-in the terrizszry of an ally' . low
-in the territory of a client state . . .moderate

-in: th4e. t.trfltory -ot a neutand state . .fis
-In the.ý terfltory of a hoist-1l* stAte . * .very hligh

* flUonale: Ott lOCktion ofr til. interventaon
it 1~ey o ~tpct on the re4uirtemntd- fru

Success. The wore hodtile thei lockt~in, tthet
gtrentea- ouriefuiotle it, totrt or riecnrity.
woitrld opinion. dialonat~c resolution or the
Conflict, knd Sgo on.

3i NI
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Table 111-2 (continued)

Situation~al Fact~or Degree of
A ~Constraint4

Nature of the opposition
-sovereign state, well equipped#
highly motivated * . . .high

-revolutionary elements, well.
equipped and2 organized 0 high V5
-sovereign state, poorly equippedormtvae odrt
oremoltivnated or dis n elemmoderat
poorly equipped or organized . .low

Rationale: the nature of 10he opposition may
impact on the requirements for success; theset
evaluations suggest that the stronger and
more rAel.L organized the opposition, the
greater Its ability to frustrate the purposes

of the Intervening power.

Military oapabilities of the
Intervening state .

-mnilitary capabilities not a sig-
9K I nif.Luant consideration In policy

formulation . low
-military capabilities constrain
national policy 0 . . moderate
-military capabilities greatly
constrain national policoy . . . .high

Ra~tionale: military c~apabilitiex7 4o mo.ve,
mass, and employ forces in the tarvet area

'4 may generate c.)nstraints hindering the at-
talnm,<nt of national objectives.

Inconsistency of In-cervention with
previous pollcies

-Inte~rvention fully consistent
with previous policies . . . low
-intervention somewhat Incon-
sistent with previous policies . * .moderate

-intervention highly Irncnsistent,
witi. previous policies . h igh

Hat.'onale: cor.sistency Is required for
effective coordinntion of policles. Lack
of consistency could hindsr th'a coordination
of policies within a government or among.
allies.. .

r -.. .-. . . . .._4
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'~k -~.Table 111-2 (continued)

Situat!.onal Factor IDe~ree of
Constra' ,nt

~. "§~ 1Lack of public support for intervention
- -- aroused public, widespread supoort . very low

-potential public support . .low

.L -- little public awareness, publicI ~ ~reaction uncertain -a-.. .moderate

-potential public controversy high
I-aroused public, open and widespread

disagreement ll>. . .very high

Rationale: lack ,jublie support Imposesaddiionl ensttint oncontngecy perI ations whi,.; say Impact on-their success

HiskP of' escalation-

- rvening power incurs no risks

I -intervening power risks covert or
Indirect great power opposit-ion * * *moderate

S.ea poe5ofottin. . .h

-intervening power risks direct .

I ~Rationale: escalat-ions which incur high
risks of' p~reat power confrontation may

Abe const-ained into patterns which con-
tribute t~o fallure l

The military methods and ob~ectiveý, employed in cor4-

tingenoy operations8 form another important set of' compara-A

tive characteristics, -critioul to the central iscue of poll-

4;tical millitca'y coordination. Five aspects of *nilitary tech-.2
niques were .selected for d1ata development. These Included

-the clarity of the stratef.1c military objectives, the coord-

- inatio~n of tactial~x with'strateglo -objectives, the amouht of

-rm InIltary power employed relative to the opposition, O~e --

. overtviolence ensinp', and' ol Itj cal kst'itona~

* - -. tical operatitons. Tese aspects are eva~luated by their'pre-

- sumed deere'e of untavorablo Impact In Table 111-3.

Z.
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Table III-)

Military Objectives ana Methods

4 1 -Miiit~~y j1!2oect Presumed Degree of
Unfavorable Impacth

Lack of clarity of strategic
military objectiYves3

altered during Intervention .high

-military objectives clearly
and consistently defined l ow

Rationale: amnbiguous or inconsistent
military objectives will hinder Doli-.
t~ical-inilitary coordination; alternatively,
poorly defined objectives result fromn Im-
proper political-military coordination.-

Lack of coordination of tactical
with strategic objectives

-tactical objectives, dispositions,
methods not well coordinated with
strategiCam high
-tactical objectives, dispositions,
methods well coordinat-ed, with
Strategirc objtectlves . .low

Rat Ional e. ctlctia objectives,
dispositions, or methods which are
poorly coordlyiIttod with the strategic
milit~ary objeotives o~violate elemental
militairy nrocer~ts risk Ineffective
military &i-ctcnn

Economy of milit-ary power employed
or~~~- di ln ~~t ?e to opuosi ticn

.fl~ctini, r-anid and decisive defeat

upont the opnTor'-ttl. h101
anI~d d alve def eat upon enemy~ low

taiy~~va .ý n, kes rtzy nc) ur.,, re-

Ovent v~olonco

-mo lv sr:: pcIc ti4y ot'violenee mod~erate.
.- 'li~ry forco's vv~old Violen~e* o
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Table 111-3 'continued)]

Military Aspect Presumned Degree of
UrifavorabK_ ' Impact.

Rationale: the amount of violence may
be directly related to the Intensity
of thei opposition which the inter-
vention arouses; or, the amount of
violence may be rInversely proportional
to the success of' the operation In
Intimidating opponents.

Lack of political constraint on
tactical operations
-tactical operations greatly con-
strained by political considerations . .low

-tactical operations somewhat con-
strained by political considerations . .moderate

-tactical operations little constrained
by political considerations . .high

Rationale: lack of political constraint
on tac~tical operations may hinder at-
tainment of national political aims.

The various aspects of pollcy coordination among

-A the elements of national power form a~ V~I al set of charac-

teristics to be compared. These aspeot.s lnýI~ude the degree

of' Ind~ependen~ce of the military operations from reliance

upon diplomatic efforts to achieve f'ull Impact,~ the con-

straint or support aff'orded by International organizations,

the ava-ilability of diplomatic channels of communications

with the opoosition, anrd the m~oral and lef'al justifiability

of the cntineeney operatlorn. These aspects of' policy co-

ordinrkt Ion- are ovafluated In Table 111-4*



Table 111-4

Polley Coordination Factors

Coordlna;;t~ .fl)r Factor Presumed Degree of
Unfavorable Impact

Lack of Independence of military
operations
-military objectives and methods
designed to accomplish most of
national aims through brute force . .low

-.military objectives and methods
somiewhat dependent upon diplomatic
and political measures for full
impact . moderate

-military force. heavily dependent
upon diplomatic and political mea-
sures, cannot accomplish national
aims . high

Rationale: the hIgher the dependence of
military operations upon political and

q41 diplomatic factors, the more diffi-
culties will arise In supporting the
national aims

Constraint from international
organi zati ons

-international orwanizations mediate to
obtain withdrawal of Intervening force
and/or most rapid termination of
conflict . hligh
-i nternational orga~niz~ations mediate
and are somewhat Inclined toward the
Intervening power . moderate

-internailonal organizations mediate
to support. the Int-ervention and Insure
termination successfuzl for Intervening
power . .low

Rationale: International orpranizfations
can (rrently hinder the application of
poll toia.l-miitary preisures to the tarfret
group.

1i-ak or' dllmal- communlcations with
Oppos It I Orl

-dlolomtnutc contat-o avallalble only throuoih
extr~nrdintiry wmunfl or the locail poll-
t~cal structure. unusable or political
power non-transfrrbl hl . .hi
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Table 111-4j (continued)

Coordination Factor Presumed Degree of,
Unfavorable Impact

-normal diplomatic contacts available;
or, local political structure still
workable . moderate
-talks or negotiations already under
way . low

Rationale: the more difficult normal
diplomatic communication with the op-
ponents becomes, the more difficult will
be the achievement of the political aims
of the operation; alternatively, the
more disrupted the local political struc-
ture. the more difficult police-type
%otabilization will become

Moral/legal justifiability
-intervention highly questionable on
moral/legal grounds by world opinion . high
-intervention somewhat within the bounds
of moral/legal propriety as viewed by
world opinion * moderate

-intervention clearly witqin the bounds
of moral/legal propriety as viewed by
world opinion * low

Rationale: For the intervenInF power. the
lower the justifiability of his actions,
the preater the difficulty In coordintintg
and gathering support for his policy

Li mltati ens

Several limitations of this research methodology

deserve mention. First, the methodology Is tion-quantitative.

Its comparisons and conclusions are drawn without statis-ti- --

cal inference and thus lack whatever degrrees of assurance

such methods mirlht provide, The verbal evaluators, 4pI,

moderate, and low, are valid only relatively with 'n tiip

prticular usoect to whIcit they were applied.
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In nature, the requirements for selecting contingencies have

necessarily limited th'e perspective which may be taken upon

events. In some oa*ses the time perspective of this research

may be inadequate to assess fully the impact of particular

actions. For example, it may be argued that the full~extent

of the British failure at Suez has yet to be felt, almost

twenty years after the event. Moreover, It should be noted

that the International environment was relatively stable

during the fifteen years covered in this investigation, and

that the International environment has begun to change very

rapidly since that time.

Finally, the data developed In this paper is of Wes-

tern origin; nowhere are the viewpoints and per'ceptions of

the target groups represented* This Is an unfortunate limit-

tation since so many of the variables involved in the analy-

sis are perceptions of one factor or aniother, for examp~le,,

- -. the perception of the military power of the intervening

state-by th.e target proup., rather than measurementsa of abso-

lutes o-' physical objects. However, this limitationi probab-

ly is ti-miiar to the difficualties confronting decisionmakers

pr ori -.to- tho perutiono
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Notes - Chapter III
1Boger A. Leonard, A Short Guide to Clausewitz On

War(New York: Capricorn Books, 1968), p. 89.
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CHAPTER IV

6EVEA4 CONTINGENCY OPEIIATIONS:

SUMIA.RIES AND ANALYSES

This chapter presents the seven contingency force

operations selected In Chapter III for study. Each opeira-

tion Is described briefly; the coordination of national

strategic aims with military operations is analyzed; and the
comparative factors in the intervention are assip~ned. eval.-

uationse

The Korean War %'1250-53)

When North Korean forces crossed the 38th Parallel

Into South Korea In June, 1950, the US1 found Itself In a new

strategic ere-*. US possession of nuclear arms had not de-

terred local conflict, nor could US logistics and advisory

assistance bring the conflict to successful termination* US3

Intervention In Korea provides P-Andamental lessons in the co-

ordination of military and politioal objectives In an essen-

tially defensive war, The difficulty of this coordination

is well illustrated by the confusion and frustration which

US policies generated both In and out of government*

backitrounii. Korea had been annexed In 1910 by Japan as a

result oll the~ husso-%;apanese Var. In 1945 tho W1 and the

USSH jointly liberated K~orea and received the surrender of

............................ r............... ......... .. .. .................
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the Japanese forces stationed there* Divided notionally

at the 38th Parallel for the convenience of' the occupying

powers, Korea was quickly split Into two permanent camps.

3 ~US-63ovIet difficulties in coordinating the occupation led
the US to seek the Moscow Agreement of 1945, under which the

two powers would work systematically toward the eventual

unification of the two zones. However, Soviet Intransigence

persisted. In 1947 the US asked the United Nations to in-

jvestigate the problem. A UN Commission recommended unifi-

cation through nationwide elections but, faced with Soviet

opposition, supervised elections only in the South. In 1948

A the Republic of' Korea was formally established; In retalia-.

tion the Democratlc Peoples Riepublic of Korea was created

In the North one month later.

US interests In Korna from the conclusion of Wo~rld

War 11 had beeai limited. The US had &ttempted to fulfill

its postwar duties properly and turn 4orea over to self-g6ov-

erniment. With the rise of' US-Soviet tenelons and the fall

of China to the cotumunists, Korea assumed new importance as

a testing Pround of the Free World. It also occupied a

strategic location between China and Japan* All US occupa-

tion troops were withdrawn from Korea In 1946i; only a small

military advisory detachment was left* This drawdown of

strength was accompanied by a certain amount of US ambi-.

valence about %,-he US strategic interests ini Korea, Including

a January 1950 speech by ý;he Secretary of State uhich ex-

eluded. korea rrom ti~e W defense perimeter*1
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Cr~s~s. On 25 June t~he North Korean forces struck across

thie 38th Parallel against the ill-.prepared forces of the3

aSouith. In a rapid advance they threatened to ovcrun Seoul

and smash the South Korean defensive positions before they

could be firmly established. The attack was apparently a
staeieupieihuhi sest aebe rdce

with some accuracy weeks before in Seoul.

US intervention. US response to the invasion was prompt.

The US commander In the Par East,. General MacArthur, imied..

iately sent ammunition and other supplies to Korea under ea-.

Corte The US requested a meeting of the UN Security Coun-

oil. By a vote of 9 to 0 the Security Council adopted a US

resolution designed to bring a rapid cessation of combat and

the subsequent withdrawal of North Korean forces; the reso-

lution also called for all member nations to render assis-

tance to the UN. The President ordered General MacArthur

to provide Korea with additional logistic support and to use

any necessary air and naval forces to prevent the Seoul-.

Kimpo-Inchon area from being overrun,, thereby Insuring the

evacuation of American noncombatants. When General MacAr..

thur visited the combat area on 2? June he concluded that US.

* ground forces would also, be needed*$ The commitment of US

ground foreas was approved by the President outside the'

framework of the UN. Only in earl.y July was the United Na-

tions Command established In Korea,, with Lhe '"" ac executive

The USI committed Its forces piecemeal to stop the
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North Korean advance. The front was stabilized only after

the UN Command had been forced back to the Pusan Perimeter

in August, 1950. Meanwhile, General MacArthur developed a

plan to regain cont~rol of South Korea and destroy much of

the North Korean force by executing an amphibious landing

far up the western coast of Korea at Inchon.

The Inchon landing, launched on 30 September, proved

completely successful. US forces quickly recaptured Seoul

and cut the North Koreans' main supply route. Concurrently,

the UN forces remaining In the Pusan Perimeter broke out to

the north and conducted a vigorous pursu~i t of the North Ko-

reans. In the space of a few short days the North Korean

Army had been broken as a coordinated fighting unit*

Encourage~d by his success at Inchon and left under

somewhat ambiguous instruntions, MacArthur exploited to the

north.6 In rapid moves his forces took Pyong-yan$ and pushed

deep into North Korea. Some elements reawted the Yalu HIiver

in mid-November. But.UN moves to the north~ provoked force-.

ful Chinese intervention,, and the UN ele~ments were apain

pushed south*

After some seven months of offensive and counter-

of fetsive the Chinese field armies beg&." t experience se-.

vere organizational and lofgistic difficulties, WN forces

had sitain penetrated Into the dominant terrain south of

Pyongyamg. Through the Soviet reproesentative at ute VIN the

Chinese proposed a ceasefire and peace negotiationso Arter

tuo years o1 bitter negotiatifw and incenciuslve military

i,_.. . . . .
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actions, an armistioe was concluded which restored a demar-

c.ition between the North and -the South not too far from the

old 3"th Parallel boundary.

SResults, US intervention in Korea defeated the Communist...

Sthrust Into the South and preserved the Independence of

.,South Korea. The feasibility of using the UN as an agency,

-of collective defense was establishe1d, though the difficul-

- tIes of motivatlng and coordinating collective political- "

military operations were amply demonstrated, also. T"e

.1. .Korean War emphasized the importance of 'developing clearly-

Stated political objectives and coordinating military oper-
ations to obtain those objectives. Finally. the interven-

tion demonstrated the extreme sensitivity-of limited war

op-erations toublic opinion.

. •An.!_ai1. US national objectives In the Korean intervention

were .at least threefold,- -first, halt the aigression by the
Nortb. nd restore the ter.- tory t the South; second•,-honor

a co=-iMont to an al.ly A.n the fMe of comunist agrression

(presýerving the. crledibility of the 'alliance sy'Stem); third,.

mlplement thte lleetlve security arrangenents of the UN to

fight Communist &"iesslion. The US did not initially seek

reunirf'ictlon of the wo Koreas,? lowever, thd W .4d vote

for a iecemtnr, 195,. UN• resolution which called ior ai

cease-fire with zu.ticinwde -e elections.-

Strategic military objectives. were urnclear. Vie

first =isslon assisned to US forces was to halt the advance

of the North Koreans and repel the Invasion, but th.s c e!-
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Korean Army, and, If necessary, occupy the North. 9

Tactical military missions were several, Including

blocking the enemy advance, conducting the Inchon landing,

pursuing to the North, and conducting several counterof-

- fensives. A naval bluckade was effected and bombinp and

interdiction were conducted throughout the oenins,'!a.

US strategic military objectives were . -. ed to ob-

tain by force the national objectives, Howet :,r, c: • estruc-

tion of the North Korean Army seems to have n-: afaecesSary

to attain the national objectives. Only If one assumed that

-*i no diplomatic settlement could ever be obtained would such

a step have been necessary, but such an assumption would

,4 have logically required not only the destruction of the en-

emy army iat also the continied occupation of the North to

revent Its rearmin.. Moreover, It h-ad been aupareat throust-

out the policy apparatus In the WS li 1950 that any action

in Korea risked Soviet or CAinese coun;to•attlon, with the

"risk Increasing as US forces penetrated rurther north. The

US sought no wider war with Co=munitt forces In what was con-

sidered a peripheral area. Unfortunatelý, the Ambivalent

military atratepty comcbined wi th th. pol itical perspectives
of the US naorander in the Nr ast to foster tne U! advance

to the north which brourht the Chlnese Into oe war.

The overall coordInation of military power with the

other elemen .or diploatcy nnd natioml Influence wasb poor

thro-uhout the Korenn lIterventlon. in the Ip•nn1tw General

-AcArthur relnforce4 the South Koreani without wuiting for
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instructions from Washington. While his support was limi-

-.ted to resupplies immediately available to him, the resup-

S - ply was neverthr iss not routine and was escorted by US

forces. This 'tion clearly risked confrontation. It is

true that the US action was supported by efforts in the UN

1 to generate broadly-based diplomatic support. But from the

start the US intended to play the dominant role militarily

and carried the major burdens of the war. Nor was the di-.

plomatic effort without serious strains from the US' Euro- V

pean allies who were oriented to the West, v

One element of poiltical-military coordination did work

effectively, however. From the outset MacArthur had argued

* in favor of a wider war. He had suggested bringing in the

Chinese Nationalists, he called for a naval blockade of

China, a:A- he sought authority to'conduct strategic bombing

against China. While the military effects of these acts

would doubtless have been positive, any advantages would

have been far:r outweighed by adverse political impact, and

they were wisely resisted, Thus the military methods and

objectives were held compatible with the political objec-

tives in spite of strong pressures to the ocontrary,

Once their counteroffensive had been bluntd In the

Spring., 1951, the Chinese forces developed a new strategy. .-

Under the diplomatic cover of a cease-fire, tney began a war

of attrition desirned to extract the most favorable terms

from tite eventual settlement. US pol-cymakers agreed to the

cease-fire at a time when nignificant millt:sry •dvanees

have been made to establish a much more fav,-3,. nc•ot .•''
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positionC" 1'oevr h e -fire produced mounting puY--

It lie pressure to end the3 war quicitly and with the fewos~t ca-

sualties possible* 'There seems little doubt that US1 reluc-

~ I~tance tc engage in the dipl~omacy of negotiations supported

by the full force of Its military superiority made the nego-

'~ ~ tiations more-difficult and prolongedell

There Is little to Indicate that US strategic milli-

tary capabilities exerted a dominan~t role An tne initial

formulation of the national objec~tves, though perhaps Mae-

Arthur's prompt response with assistance In late June set

4the stage for later national decilsiorhs-,. The d~cision to In-'

tervene was made on the assumptioni that adequate forces

cold be mustered to repel the invasicL. ofth eh. ow

ever, US strategic success at Inchonk certainly obscured- the

nation's view oft its tru~e oblectives In. iorea. Tie vomentum

of t~he successful advance was ext~remely dif'licult to Ccm~taiL.

from Wash Ingt on. 1?And In oonsequence th)( results wIich

could have been achieved with elar. In Ue. .950, were

not confirmed tuitil three years later, at a cost. of thoiA-

gand3 of' Pzerluý*n Lives*

In uuma~orea was a lesson I n the necessity-. rot prois-

per uoordlnatiort of m, .1it a'y and politic-nI objectives. mud

_ or the use of.'military, torres In soordinarlo., with the- otth-

or ieleents of ~tim I Jnfluence. While the basci objec..

0 tive o f tht Intervetrt.lon was achieved, It wav ichloved at

oostr In lives antd polkitica3 turmoil A.t hotm' which far el.

ceee-4' what vould ivqwv uetn expended if' the national and

strtitegic objectivesr had been more cltturly do! Ined aud
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'ftolosely coordinated early in the operation*
U4

_gmn fcprtieeautos The national objec-

1ýqld-tives, sitiuat~ional constraints, military objectives and meth-

ads, and policy coordination factors were assigned evalua-.

tions as shown in Table IV-1 below,

Table IV-1

Comparative Evaluations -Korea-

Comparative Aspect Evaluation Assigned

N~ational obajectives
-defend . . . , .primary

.-support/stabi~lize . secondary*

.-coerce . . . tertiary,
-.seize . . * -

Aitua-t Ional constraints
.-location . low
-oppositionl.. . high
:-military capabilties of Intervening state *low

-Inconslsteni;y of polieles . .moderate.

-lack of publId support . * . very low
h Igh

-risks of escalation . - . . .~ high

Military ob.,eetives and methods
.-lack of clarity of' strategic objectives. . high

ldack of coordipation of taotical and
Strategic objectives *.low

-econozy WO military power,* high
-overt* vlohc ph*
-lack of political oonstivaint * . moderate

Policy coordination Vactors
-lack of Independ~'xce or military effort l ow
-coonstraint trot internationtal organ-

i~L~tOflC* . . .low

-lack of~ dXllom~tic cominunicatlon
with oppos~tion . * £ hlvrh

-1&ckc of riora1/leral ju.$ti flabi lty . . *low
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The Suez Intervention (1956)

In October, 1956, following a prolonged dispute over

control of the Suez Canal, British and French forces

launched a combined attack against Egypt. The 1956 inter-

vention provides a classic case~ of' noercive warfare* The

Suez action exemplifies both the military difficulties of

conducting combined operations and the diplomatic hazards of

major- power - inor power confrontation by limited war.

Though British and Freizah military forces were well on their

way to securing control over the Canal, their territorial

.;J gains were completely nullified by diplomatic factors. The

j re- It was a major shift in diplomatic influence in the Mid-

dle East*

Backpround. B~ritain's long-term interest in E~gypt stemmed

from the strategic importance of the c%,ez Isthmus alonr the

land and'sea routes to India. Witri the Independence of In-

dia In 194? B3ritaini's old strategric Wn.t--est In Egypt was

largely removed. However, new interestý, ueisloped, Some

25% Cut British trade passed through the Canal In the early

1950's anid british dependence on M~iddle East oil, muneh of

which also passed through the Canal, could only Increase. 1 3

1h addition British presence In the Canal beigan to he viewed

as an Integral link In the WO'rld-wide an~ti-Communwist strat~-

egry of containment* And, In fact, Brituin simply felt that

s~he belorged In Eyt

Ustrortuntately, britirn colonial policy 2in Lpt. hid

been An almo-at con~istent iralure,. 4gypt was prr~inted nom-
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Irial independence in 1922, but large numbers of British

troops remained there. By 1952, after decades of antagonism

Egyotlan nationalists had begun to employ guerilla tactics
against the British troops in Suez. After Colonel Nasser

deposed King Farouk in 1952 relations failed to improve.

Britain's strategic interests in Jordan and its maintenance

of a balance of power in the Middle East aroused the enmity

of Arab Socialists, and under an Anglo-Egyptian treaty in

1954 Britain committed Itself to the withdrawal of all Bri-

tish forces by 1956.

France's interests In Egypt were somewhat different

than Britain's. A considerable amount of the Canal Company

stock was owned by Frenchmen, and France was also dependent

on the Canal for the oil trade. But France's primary con-

cern in the mid-1950's had become the successful termin-

ation of the rebellion in Algeria; Nasser's very presence

stimulated Algerian insurrection, and in addition, Nasser

was supplying the Algerian rebels with material assistance...

M~any in France felt that the elimination- of Nasser was a fle-

Pesary condition for quelling the revolt tnaAlgeria.

t SOz~v-o Af1r4Ul)% 195 the=ý US- ca..

celled its-commitment to-assist-.• ypti,%n construction of the'

Aswan da-. A varlety of explanations was of fered Inaluding

anger at the Sovlottgyptian Prms agreement, Egyptian ftinn-

elal ins.olvency. and US Congres•ional doubts. about the pro-

a-cct. nrn a In CMpi-iflY followed the US Ixeaa I n ;ezninatuInA

ass~stance. 1n response to the !r.4tish action, President•
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Nasser declared the Suez Canal nationalized.

Egyptian nationalization had several aims, Directly

the seizure represent~ed a deliberate attempt to retaliate

for the West's insulting cancellation of economic assistance

at Aswan, But since 1955 Egypt had been attempting to gain

greater benefits from the Canal, whi~ch was, admittedly,

Egypt's major resource. Eventual nationalization was clear-

ly In line with Naaser's general philosophy as well as his

personal political needs. Moreover, In early 1956 Nasser

had expressed his intent to nationalize the Canal.1

Western reaponse. The British were, of course, furious with

Nasser's action. As Eden told Andrew Fosters, US Charge d'

Affairss. "The Egy'ptian has his thumb on our windpipe. Tell

Mr. Dulles I czunnot allow thato."1 7  In addition to their ex-

pressed ooncern for ishipping through the Canals, the British

were concernied for, their general strategic position. Nas-

ser'ls:Arab tSooiallism threatened not on. !"tish influetc

tI# Iraq and Jo rdan but also.- the anti-Coiunla~t Bag~hd~ad Pact

d Irected dwainst the .iioviet 'Unions And worldwide B~ritish

P resti-ke was atst~e*.: in addition Eden was experiencing

* . politi -If dtfilte 10t he and feared for his vovernmezlt

.. *, =tii k oieil-d iiý,t eu to putt down this kgyptlan
"Xws5olifti

Vie Prenohý reauted even'so-re vehemently than the

HI~rtiaho They avIn -Nasser a dictator in v~ie mold of' llt'.

ler and; th hi-s.I8 ztAre of ttw CmAnl, they saw the Ideal ea~-
19bell IWith. whioi to oan iritish support to ellmlntat~ him,
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demnini~r nationalizations In orIneiple and seemed to fasten

on Brirtain's eoncern for her shipping as the most Important

Issue at stake*'

Despite his fury,, Eden felt 'uniable to react Immedi-

ately with military force. And, in truth* Britain's legal

claims to the Canal were not unambiguous* Britain's claim

* rested on the ninety-nine year lease of 1869 under which the

Canal was constructed and In which the government of Britain

had purchased a controlling interest. Subsequent Anglo-

£Egyptian treaties had allowed British troops to defend the

Canal in case of war; however, the 1954 treaty specifically

excluded Egyptian war with Israel from this provision. The

British claims were complicated by several factors. First#

the Anglo-Egyptian treaty of 1954 had emphasized that the

Canal was an Integral part of Bgypt. Second, Britain her-

self, during both World Wars* had been guilty of violating

the International agreements concerning the management or

Canal stipulated at the Constantinople Convention of 18666

This agreement, called for free access to the Canal for -hips

of all natiorns at all times, 2 1 Egjypt had also contravtned

the Convention by blacklisting Israeli shi-ppinv, through the

Canal. In Kaye 1948, bukt Britaini had allowed that contruven-

tion to stand.. Moreover,, tine Br~tish-controlled canalI com.

p~n Kd t'a )le4 to meet its cgreed program of madernizution

for the Canal. Third, britaint In a similar situaio, had

Acquiesced to Turkish control over the Dardanelles. In~ Ahor

the leealities of the affair did not justIfy an Anglo-
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sei zure of the Canal,2

Britain and Prance chose to react financially and

j ~diplomatically. Egyptian sterling deposits In B~rita~in were

frozen, and Prime Minister Eden sought to develop US diplo-

mattec support for an eventual Anglo-French takeover of, the

4 Canal. A conference of major users of the Canal was h~eld in

London in late August# The conference produced a scheme for

an International Suez Canal Authority to oversee the opera-

tion of the Canal; when the plan was taken to Egypt, Nasser

rejected it. While Eden sought stronger American support

for direct aetiong the Canal continued to operate. A second

pilan was developed which called for a Suez Canal Users As..

sociation, which seemed to imply that If Nasser misbehaved4

he would be set right by force. But when Eden gave this im-.
plication of the plan In September, the US quickly made ap.

parent that It would under no circumstances tolerate the

use of force against Egypt over the Catnal.2 In fact, Amer-

ican opposition to the use of force over tito Canal had har~d-

ened since the early moments of the Egyptian seizuree

In late September the Anglo-American Impasse forced

t-he British to shift their diplomatic efforts to the unite4

Nations. F~rom-the UN consultutions a six-point resoltatio

emerged which was supported by the foreign ministers of Bri-

t~ain pr~e Ard Eg~t This 13 October resolution pro-.

vided for rree and opena transit throutgh the CAnal tor ships

of sall nations "nd for the respect of Lg-yptlan soverei,.nty.

But further Prorresv ilmaial war. overcome by-/events

in the Middle Laste
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had the available manpower or equipment to undertake an Im-

medl;tte sek'.ure of the Canal af'ter Its ~iationali~ation by

kLgypt. hiowever, almost Immediately the two countries initi-

ated joint planning.

The first plan called for a landing at Alexandria'
and a march across the desert against Cairo to force Nasser

T from office; If he remained in leadership, the task force

should then have to turn eastward and seize the Canal it-

self, This plan had the preat virtue of taking action di-

rectly ag&ainst, Nasser, who was seen to be the cause of the

problem* And though the amphibious landing at Alexandria

was to be disturbingly orthodox, the large port complex

there would be invaluable In buildinF up supplies for the

landing force.

By~ mid-Sept~ember a new plan had been'-developed;

the march against Nassar had been ruled Infeasible for poll-

tical reasons, and the now plan detailed direct action

against the Canal. Although port facilities in thte area

were limited, the forces would be in position to move d1

rectly to secure their objactivese The move south along 0he

Canni would be very restrietied by the road nttworkt howevero

and the alemet~t of surtorlso would be lacking. once the cpetra

tion ýo~menced. In order to minimize the caujaltle$ re-

sultino, from tit,- oper:-ttlon, the now vpiat called rar tat. ex.

tenided perloe. or neri"! bomtwrdaent.? This action would de-

stroy. tUW !ýPyptian Air Force and, It. was hoped, would also

demoralize the populace and wreck Naser's palitical boe

A
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ly adapted to take advantage of the 1sraeli attack*'.4 Al

HavinF coordinated with and, been assured t~he support

of Britain and Frances Israel sent Its forces In the Sinai

on 29 October and achieved rapid success. By prearrange-

ment a joint Aniglo-French ultimatum was issued tq both is..

rael. and Egypt demanding7 their withdrawal to areas 16 kilo-

M meters to either side of the Canal. In consonance with the

plan Is~rael accepted the ultimatum on the condition that

Epyrt flo likewise,. Egypt refused*

On 31 October the RAF~ commenced bombinv raids to de-,

stroy the Egyptian Air Foroe and other military targets and

continued to bomb until 3 NJovember. But, due to shipping

difficulties and fears. of a large concentratioii of Lgyptiaa

armor in the areas tne airborne assault and subsequent am-

phibious landings around Port Said dUd not take place until

.5-6 November. 'when Port 6aid was occupiedl and Anglo-Prtnch

columns began a rapid move down the 14r.FtW of the Canal.

Heus Ibrltksh and French tacticuil eflorts met wi th cot-

piet suces. Te 4yptlan ^ir Force was almost completely

destroyed.# Gamil airfield andi Po-t Salo, were sat'ely, In Bir-.

tih ods on 6 November, -,r by midnipint of the 6t n t

3Iritlsf and Prencti colusna had Rivne om Milts South

f4161W~ the Canal. British 4rAi Prench 1os-es durinp. the Mc-.

tion totaled some 33 killed and 1_5i wounded.2'5  *yt&

losses vere estirutod -at.o kljl.ed and1 about 2,000 wourded,

1n43Au I ng cIv1Ian*
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But politically the results could not have been more

d~sastrous. The British bombinp Immediately provoked worl.4

"A n.. trage, ar~d the details of a cease-fire were being arranged

even before the actual Invasion occurred. Under US and So-

*viet diplomatic pressures, Including a vague Senviet threat

to use nuclear weapons against the Br'.tIsh, the British and

French accepted a cease-fire in place on the evening of 6

November,2 By mid-December the An~lo-Frerich force had been

withdrawn under severe diplomatic pressure and, replaced by a

UN peacekeeping force. The action neither destroyed Nasser

nor restored British prestige in the area. Jordan rejected

further British aid, Nasser retainecd control of the Canal;

right wing parties In Syria were eliminated; British and

French assets In Egypt were seized; and the Anglo-French

treaty of 1954i 'was denounced. France failed to halt the

oý. flow of Egyptian aid to Algeria and, by aligning hmrself

with Israel provoked further Arab enmity. kSr'.tish and

FrnhInterests were further harmed by the concomitant

rise in Soviet Influence and the rupture of N4ATO*

Anlss British alms In the Suez ye- .'e were twofold;

first, to Insure at ieust access, and more desirably, con-

trol over the Suer. Canal;" second$ to preserve and. rein-

force Brltain's strategic position in the iIdl EastO2 9  In
tle~iht of' Vsserls vituperative anti-britsh. pro~atand

t~iey hud reasoftable Cause for concern, at least Initially,

tiiat tit soimo time in the futuare they would be barred frcm

using. the Canul. And fiasser's nationaliza-tion did threa&ten~

A .. -
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British positions in the area; reestablishment of British

presonce in the Canal Zone would defile Nasse~r, Cet ~

Arab nationalism, stymie Soviet advances in the region, an

possibly cause Nasser's overthrow,

French aims In the Suez venture were very simple:

eliminate the threat to Algeria, At the least this me'Ant a

sound demonstration of French power to curb Nasser's Influ-.

ence. More desirably, Nasser would be forced from of rice.

The military objective selected for the operation

was occupation of the Suez Canal from Port Said in the north

to the city of Suez In the South*3

The tactical objectives and scheme of maneuver In.~

eluded airborne assaults to seize Gamil airfield near Port

Said, the watterworks, and a key bridge, and amphibious

land1ings to reinforce the airborne elements and provide ar-.

mored UcIrepower ashore. The linked-up elements were then tc

advance directly south tolong. the banks of 'the Can-41 and d*-

stroy Egyptian resistance as they prooeaQed 2

Military strategy was to Support the overA,11 ob'ec~

tives by preseriting Nasser with a demonstration or his

powerlessnes3 In a f~ait accompli, In the face of which his

ciiplocutic and political sap~ort were expected to crt~bleo

Certuinly a completed-Anglo-French Invasion and occupation

of the Canal Zone would offer gr-aphic demonstration that the

Wyptlan mili tary forces were unable to protect the Canals

and, by ImplIcution, thAt Nas-er had overextended. hi~aelf.

10hrether the completed lei &~oh would hivtc doatroyed Nneaer'~.

diplotatic &hd politai leiveraýte huas never Leon resolved,
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Anpkrtrently, Britain never realized the extent to which the

US was committed to oppose the use of arms in t,.e area, anu

F illWen seemed to feel that once the deed wete done, ULi support

wo0l4 materlalize.

I ,In fact this military strategy was very poorly co-

ordinated with the other' elements of national power. When

the immediate shock of the selzure was still in the air,I
when Egyptian capacity to mane the Canal had not yet been

demonstrated, the military methods might have commanded con-

siderable support. But the long delay allowed US diplo-

matic power the time to mobilize against the use or force

rand also caused Eden to lose the support of the House of Com-

mons. The precise timing of the military adventure was ter-

ribly inopportune. Britain had just concluded a series of

. UN resolutions with Egypt In which 4yptlan sovereliunty

over the Canal and the Egyptian responsibilities to allow

"unimpeded passe were recognized. The pretext for the in-

vasion, that the Arab-Israeli rightirn might damare the

Canal, was weak rros the beginning and quickly evaporated

as the extent of Frech uld to Israel became known. Also,

the taint of collusion wlit Israel sent imediate shock.

- - t.vd4 through rIsh relationships with outer AratL, states.

More turAamentally, the British interventlon wvsto- .--

tally Incoon;1retut with their lont-tezt policies worl--wide

which spoke of respect for the self-deteramination of peoples

dan a gradu-41 wi thdirwal trom cocitments abroad.

Even a4 tLhe miiitary stratey been properly eoor4-

mated with diploxacy, the operation might have rtled. ie
Sjjjjjjjjjjj& ... -



capabilit~y of British-lrench forces to nold the C%.nr.,. Vite.-•

F. face of determined E•gyptian resistance via guerilla ,:.'o:,.

.. was hihly dubious. In 1954 fully 80,000 British solders

,•:. •were Involved In counterguerilla• activity In the area, wh AIc

i+was a muajor reason for britain's decision to relinquish the

Suez Canal base. Even had the continued occupation proved

,. mililtarily deasible, the cost to the British taxpayer would
atsurely have been such that it foulr c ot t onio tae Cent

I

• ~borne*°
face In fact, the planning preocess for tgue oeratica was

was hglya Iduious.In 1954t fumlltay 80,000irimetish sordher

woeration heavily influenced eie parameters of involvementa

rathers tha n the Fpposlte. In the •isi pltce, rden and q the

;••:iFrench leader Mollet could not hive Intervened Immediately

aufter Caae se.zuEe had they ished to do soc, Brtain pod

lFrancer both lasbed the quick-reoction trnsport taxpayb uldt

s lan y the trained sanpoher to intervene eloenthvely thousands

of miles nact. tveh anter the prepss.foro t• ere under way

raIth thd necte apparent that, Inrst, the fi rltlah Edcked the

.tenk trandortert to assemble a hpble i ntl-ere force,d i at d

nsecond, they lqcked the air transpo rtt o conduca pasive lir

drops to seize Ue Canal. Soth restrlcttons were lnif l-

uant. artitih concerns "or the Eeryptlkans r-ecently at-

quiired Sovlet armor dictated that they corduct a c"utious

operation until the Wptlan Air Force Could be defraded-

so It could not Interfere with Alr drop&w :.in close 41'r cup-

port and until sý,' bJflstlsbh gator could tw out ashore. ¶he

lack of zAir trnnsport prev•nted t1aultqneou nixr drom

1-- - -
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along the lengtn of the Canal, which would at least have put

Anglo-Yrerch forces throughout the Canal areAnarea quickly and

thus e-able l them to accept a cease-fire in place and still

be abl.e to control the eAtire Canal.

Diplomatic considerations did impact on the mili-

tary scheme of maneuver and military methods, how~ever.

SlFirst, the landing was changed from Alexandria, a direct

challenge to Nisser, to the Canal itself, to lessen the of-
32

fense to world opinion, Second, the airborne and amphib-

o ous assaults were preceded by five days of intense British

air activity against the Lgy i.- air force and other Zgyp-"

tian military targets. Finally, the naval gunfi.o prepara-

tion for the landing at the Cansl was scales down to red, "e

the likelihood of civilian casualtieR. Unfortunatel•y, the

prolonged bombinF campaii(n, though conducted with extreme

caution, backfired; it provoked an outcry from around the

world as well as deep political division in Britain itself.

Finally, it should ba noted that the tactical ob-

jectives bore no direct relationsbip to the national poli-

tical aims. The landing at Port Said-Port Fuad was re-

quired because these cities controlled the only easy avenue

of entrance into the Canal Zone. BrIt~sh forces were not

available to enter from 'he south, and entry through the

Sinai would have appeared as obvious collusion with Israel°

The tactical problem of securing the urban areas of Port

6ald delayed the advance of the Anglo-french fcr'es for sev-

eral hours and heightened the Impression of a Western force

attacking a smbll and defenseless country. Had the pur,-

F F /
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pose of the Intervention been s~ictly to protect the CanalU

in case of fighting the British could have interoosed thum-

selves along the Canal between the opposing forces anywhiere

to the east of the Canal, or even In two lines on either

side of the Canal, leaving the Egyptian~s control over the

Canal and, more importantly, control over the Ep-yptlan el-

~c.ties at boý.h ends of the Canalis

In sum, the Suez operation was a tragic attempt to

marry the political ends with military means. The military

strategy was poorly related to the diplomatic fat.,tors in-

volved; and short term military suc' ;ses could not have

I ~been transformed Into a long-term occupation without a set-

tleentwhich revognized the Important diplomatic, factors

~ Implioit in the situation. In critical areas the military

apabilities forced strategy to '-ake the less promising

course, and the tactical objectives themsel~ves detracted

from the achievement of the nationrol alms.

Assi-~nment 2L oom~arative evaluations. The national objec-

tives (of the I3r.itloh), situational u.oristraintso military

objectives and methods* and policy coordination factors were

........ assigned evaluations au. ahown In Tabl~e 1IV-2 below.

Table IV-2

Cemparative Evaluations -Suez

Comparativ~e Aspect Evaluation Assivned

WN1ionnl objectives

-defend . . .
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Table IV-2 (continued)

Covnmprcit've Aspect Evaluation Assigned

-coerce . . . . . secondary
-seize . . . . . primary

-location . . . very high

.-Inconsistency of policies . . . . high
-lack of public support . . . . very high
-risks of escalation . . . high

Military objectives and methods
-lack of clarity of strategic objectives * low
-lack of coordination of tactical and
strategic objectives . . . . high

-economy of military power . . high
-overt violence . . . high
-lack of political constraint . . . . low

Policy coordination factors
-lack of independenue t.;f military effort * moderate
-constraint from international
organizations * high
-lack of diplomatic oommunleation
with oppositio moderate

-lack of moral/legal justifiability * high

Inevention In Lebanon (198)

Following the failure of the Anglo-French Inter-

vention In Suez In 1956 political oonditiL3ns In the Middle

East became highly unstable. Nasserite, olements attempted

coups j.several Arab (3ountries, and Western influence

seemed to decl-ine rapidly* US intervention in Lebanon at

t - request of the Lebanese government demonstrated the US

comm~itment to stability In the area and succeeded In pre-

venting a violcrnt civil war supported by outside powers.
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The Lebanon intervention provides an InterestinF study in

the coordination of military and political objectives and

methods in a crisis short of limited war.

Background. W±th his success in nationalizing the Suez

Canal Nasser turned to consolidate his position of leader-

ship in the Arab world. The ensuing struggles produced In-

tense pressures in conservative Arab states such as Jordan

and Iraq. Both countries took stringent measures to elim-

inate Nasser's influence and remained, to some degree, de-

pendent on the West. The summer of 1957 saw a change in

leadership in the government and armed forces of Syria which

seemed to indicate that it had gone conclusively into the

Communist camp. The US rushed military aid to Jordan as a

symbolic and substantive measure. Unfortunately, the aid

provoked further Syrian moves to the left, and by February,

1958, Syria had joined with Egypt to form the United Arab

Republic. The forces of Arab Socialism thon turned to

Lebanon in earnest.

Both geographically and culturally Lebanon was the

crossroads of the Middle East. Since having received inde-

pendence from the French Mandate in 1944, the government of

Lebanon survived the tensions of a composite Christian-

Moslem state by precarious compromise. In 1956 the Chris-

tian president of Lebanon, Camille Chamoun, had taken steps

to upset the compromise. Chamoun rigged parliamentary olec-

tions to keep rival Moslem leaders out of power and had tak-

en steps to abrogate the provisions of the constitution by



Lucceedlng himself in the presidency. 3 3 The ousted Moslem

4and Druze elements turned to Syria and Egypt for assistance.

Armed rebellion broke out In May, 1958.

US interests in Lebanon were derived primarily from

US concern to resist the spread of Communism in the Middle

East. The US also felt some cultural ties to the Christian

community in Lebanon. In January, 1957. after US opposi-

tion to British policy in Egypt had upset British influ-

ence in the region, the US acted to provide stability.

President Eisenhower announced the Eisenhower Doctrine,

which stated that the US would come to the aid of any nation

faced with overt aggression from any country controlled by

international Communism. 34  Only Lebanon formally acoepted

* i" the Doctrine.'5

The crisis. The civil strife in Lebanon quickly developed

into a stalemate despite material aid and advisors supplied

I• by Syria to the rebels. The Lebanese Army commander, Gen-

eral Chehab, refused to allow his army to take sides in the

struggle; since his army was composed of both Christians and

Moslems, it would probably have disintegrated from the in-

tense conflicts of loyalties. President Chamoun was oau-

tioned by the American ambassador to avoid invoking the Eis-

enhower Doctrine unless the territorial integrity of Lebanon

was genuinely threatened. However, the US did supply some

military aid to Lebanon almost immediately. The Iraqi re-

gime of Larl es Said also felt threatened by the strife in-

side Lebanon and requested that the Western powers provido

&sAituce to offset Syrian subversion. On 14 July Nuri
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Said and the royal family of Iraq were murdered by lefti-t

revolutionaries. Chamoun appealed formally for US assls-

tance under the Eisenhower Doctrine.3 6

Intervention. The civil strife in Lebanon had been foreseen

by US contingency planners. During the early months of' 19a

US planning for intervention had been completed ird the al-

located forces were maintained at high states of readiness.

At the time of Chamoun's call for assistance a US Miarlnes

Battalion Landing Team was only twelve hours sail-. •s time

from Lebanon. This BLT landed on the beach outside Beirut

on the afternoon of 15 July and moved overland to the air-

port to set up security. A second BLT landed early the next

morning and also moved overland to relieve the first BLI;

the first BLT was then tasked with securing the port facil-

ities in Beirut to support a build-up of supplies ashore.

By 25 July 6,600 Marines organized into four BLTs and 4.000

soldiers from an airborne task force of thu US 24th Infan-

try Division in Germany had arrived in Lebanon along with

their tanks, artillery, and some air support.

The landing and logistic build-up proceeded rela-

tively smoothly. Initial problems of military-civil coord-

ination were encountered, however, when the Commander of the

Landing Forces, General Wade, resisted a Lebanese request to

diveit his troops to safeguard the home of President Cha-

moun. A major mishap was narrowly averted when the move of

the Marines to the port was blocked by elements of the LebN-

nese Army who were ugider instructions to resist the American
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move by l'orce. Fortunately, both problems were resolvea

w. t-ut. resort to violence and In such a mariner as to pre-
ý31 eanese prestige.3

4 .Result~s. The American Intervention was aiccomplished with-

out uinfavorable effects* The prompt response of American

forces emphasized U5 determination to support the stabil-I

ity of the region and to honor US commitments. The indem

pendence of Lebanon was preserved, if, In fact, the Syrl an

'1 had ever threatened a takeover. American emissaries nego-

tiated an end, to the civil war by arranging the replacement

of Chamoun by General Chehab, the restoration of the ous-

ted Moslem leaders, and a more neutralist orientation of the

country. Egyptian sensitivities were so provoked by the

American intervention that the Arab League agreed to a Do-

claration of Non-Intervention In each other's Internal af-

fairs, thus providine the diplomatic cover Under which US

troops could be withdrawn*

It should be noted that the British conducted an

airlift of forces Into Jordan at approximately the sa~me

time and for the same purposes as the American Intervention

In Lebanon. The B3ritish Intervention was also successful.

Analysis. The purpose of the US intervention in Lebanon was

threefold: first, to preserve the Independence of Lebanon;

second,, to honor an American commitment under the Eisenhower

noctrine (and thus maintain American cridibility); third,

to protect Am~erican lives, These objeccives were all

rolearly stated a.t the time*-~



The strategic objectives In the In~tervention were

twofold: first, to effect the prompt movement into Lebanon

of a demonstrably powerful force; second, to be prepared to

conduct whatever military operations might become necessary

to preserve Lebanese territorial integrity without arousing

the hostility of the Lebanese pec~ple.39

The tactical objectives of the Lebanese operation

were, first, control of the ai'rfield and port facilities,

second, establish local securitý anid be prepared to move
to other areas to conduct operations if necessaryk

The military intervention in Lebanon accomplished

the national purpose of honoring the commitment under the

Eisenhower Doctrine. The timing of this Intervention was

quite delicate, however, Though Chamoun had begun to re-

quest US help In May, the UiS felt It must not move until

there was clear evidence of some external threat to Lebanon*

The coup in Iraq seemed to provide. the sen~se of urgency ne-

cessary for the US to act upon the gradually mounting evi-.

dence of Syrian Involvement, Protecting the borders and

safeguarding American lives were contingency missions whichs

in fac',, never developed*

The strategic objectives were accomplished. The US

forces in Lebanon could have conducted vigorous operations

against any Syrian move across the border. Howeiver, tý.e

ability of the U6 forces to stand against a determined guer-

illa effo.rt Inside lebanon or defeat a major Syrian attack

aided by air support from the Soviets was highly question-

able.
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Strategic capabilities In general proved adequate

to Implement the strategic objective. The operation had

been planned In some detail. Problems were discovered upon

L execution, of course, including, some difficulty in deploy-

Ing tactical air support from the US and various sanitation

and health problems. Had the US forces been committed to

combat from the outset these difficulties may have been

significant. However, the plan worked. well enough to ac-

complish the overall strategic objective In the face of the

conditions prevailing at that time.

US military strategy was closely coordinated with

the other elements of power* The timing of the interven1

tion, as previously mentioneed was driven by the diploma-.

tic requirements rather than the military capabilitiers

Also, the intervention was coordinated concurrently through

the UN, though the US did act before the UNI reached a cn

sensus. The US also consulted with its European allies be-

fore launching the Interventiono Even more fundamentallys

the military strategy was nicely meshed with th6 situation

in-ide Lebanon. With the struggle for power threatening to

split the country apart, US forces managed to convey a sense

of neutrality which avoided provocation to either side, US

forces made iio attempt to support President Chamoun per-

soiormally but neither~ did they try to force hit departure

-ner the n~ew president had been elected. US forces made no

~tt~tempt to eliminate dissident elements Inside the Arab

q ua-te- of' Beirut oe. late- a.side the Christian quarter. 4

&tactical capabilities adequately supported tn~
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military strategy adopted. US forces arrived with en'Ouga,

j ~strength to react to any of several co:.tingencies. li

copter support provided rapid mobility and s3urveilliarý.oe

throughout the area while offshore Naval support could have

supplemented the firepower In the landing area at iBe~rut.

Several commentators felt that the US strength was exces-

sive. This point Is certainly arguable In view of the co~n-

tingency missions which the task force received. In Ererier-

al, It could be argued that the strength was excessIve ~~

If the prepnnderant strength destabilizedi thezituation, It'-

the requirement for the large and power-ful force delayed t~h

response unacceptably, or if the strern'th deployed overtaxel.

US capabilities to react elsewhere. Only the -latter cond11-

tiori could have been ascribed to the Lebanon Intervention:

* but the intervention served the useful purpose 61' deinonstz'a-

-' tifig the need for Increased airlift capacity which was later

developed. From the diplomatic viewpoint the rorce deploye%4

does not'-seem to have been excessive.

The tactical objectives selected were appropriate

for the intervention* The airfield arid port comolex were

key because they provided the means of' build-up and resup-

ply-in the area. An additionial factor enharicir.$- tteir do-

uIrability was that. they appeared to be securaible wi~thout

Initiating'hostilties with the Lebanese Army. Later Ameri-

can forces were deployed outside the densely populat-ed areas

of Beirut ant were protected from loo'il harassment and
sniin byunts ofteLbnese Army. US torces were kept

In a defensive posture prepared for rapid deployment else-
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Whe.e In Lebancti.

In short, the d~plomatic and military factors were

nicley metAied in the Leb)anun jl4 ervention. The strategic

and tactical objectives were cc~urttible with the overall

purposes, and tactical methods and procedures were carefully

coordinated to support diplomatic prerequisites,

Assl nment of co~iparative evaluations, The national objec-

tives, situational constraints, military objectives and

methods,, and policy coordinatlon factors were assigned eval-

uations as shown In Table IV-3 below.

Table IV-3

Comparative Evaluations Lebanon

Com~parative Aspect Evaluation Assigned

Nati ona&l objectives
-defend . . . .secondary

-support/stabil1iz6 primary
-~coerce . . tertiary
-seize . ..

Situational conotraints
-location . * . moderate
-oppopi'zion . . low

4 ..~~~militar~y capabilities o-iievni~sae low
-Inconsistency of policies . . .low

-lack of public support .-. .low

-risks oV escalation . low

Military rLjectlves and methods
-lack of clarity of straitegic ob~lectlves .low

-l~ack of too-drin~tion of tactical and
Af' ~strateple objectives . * . .low

-ecornmy of mllitury power 16 .IW

-overt vilolernco l ow
-luck of politicil constraint . . low

Policy coordin~at~con factoirs
-lack of Independence ofmiliary fothg
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Table IV-3 (contin~iz.-)

Comparative Aspect %~ut nAge

-constraint from international
srganiz.ations . .moderate

-lack of diplomatic communication
with opposition .moderate

-lack of moral/legal justifiabllity .low

By 1961 the tide of Nasser's Pan-Arablsm had begun

to recede;, national self-interest was reasserting Itselt at,

a force in Arab politics, When Kuwait recelved Its indeper.-

dence from Britain In June, 1961, the strongr-man ruler of

Iraq, General Kassem, moved to annex the new state. The

British intervention at the request of Kuwait demo~nstrates

how Western military interventilons have succeeded by play-

Ing off regLonal1 powers against an.- anot her to develop local

supporte

Backeround. Founded as a trading vi11--i ;n the.Eighteenth

Century,, Kuwait emerred as a drit.si-. preilectorate after

World War 1.* With ti~o devel.opment of i t, S tremendous o I. re-.

sources Itt the late 19406s, the Mietkiidom grew rapidly~ in

populution %nti wealth. an 1961 Fwwalt was granted full lit-

dependence from Brituir. -A&4 joined thei Arab League. Almost

immtedi~ately Geanorul iiassem anrnouncedthit Kuwait was only a

provinoe of Traq and that huw intended to annex it.. There

were simultaneous ruport4 o; threatenltino troop dopIoyofartfi:

Ins~ide Iraq, and on )0 Junu Kuwait rormmily requo*,ted~ mil-



'-try sAss;14t44Ice f~rrw; lrl',uln and 3audi Arabia.~

13~ Irh ~erfr't'S it) the replon had developed from I
i;;tratevic locriticn !tloris the route to India, During thie

Ninieteenth Century iirntaidn had become Involved in supporting

a number of the local rulers on the Arabian Peninsula. When

Turkey entered World War I on the side of the Central Powers,

Britain took advantape of the nationalist movements bios-

s oming, throughout the Middie East to strike at Ottoman

power, British presence In the area remained st2!oup after

World War I, and the exploitation of oil reserves In-the

19401's generatedi a further push into the Persian Gulf. Even

after granting Kuwait full Independence, Britain retained a

defense commitment-to the new country.41 The British comn-

M Itment was buttressed by a stronginterest, In maint.%Ining

access to Kuwait's oil, in preventine Communist Influence In

the repion, and io pr-eservin.g British Influence with other

states in thq Persian Gulf areas

Br~tI~shinetrventimn. British rasponse displayed none o,"'

the amblv'alence of toe -Sez crisis of 1956*. Not only did 4

qrit,} -0v zion irsL n Kuwait, but a&lso the Ir~&q*

tluat. ftkileii to attract the support at other Arab countries.

In u purely defeneive posture B)ritish troops'cov-

menced debarkutlon Ih; Kuwait within two days ,Xiter the Call

ror atsIstance, Within a week nearly 6000 troops und two

alr zoqu~drons were on station in Kuwait, said 4L rev day~s la-

tor a B3ritish a~rrart carrier arrived In support. A $mullI

detuticr~ent trot ýý&udl Arabia aLso deployed to Kuwait.f
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British force- encountered no armed reai!;tarte u:'r-

the operstl on.

Results. 'the British Intervention to assist guwait was

4:+ relatively successful. The military ouild-up wac i-ccom-

plished smoothly. The Iraql's were apparertilydecrrc' :-,..

carrying out their threat of annexation. thouh. ~e- rrr-

ably could have initially gained local superiority over t.he

I.-
British forces. The zritish Intervention aroused.1 pretest.s

from Lgypt. but the Arab League neverthe.Yess 6upporteu Br-

tish actions by providitn eventually between .000 and 300U

Arab troops to help protect Kuwait upon the withdrawal of

the British forces. Without engaging in armed combat, Bi1-

tain had used military forces to reaff•im ter Interests li

2.. the area and had managed to attract Arab political support

critical to the witi4rawa±l of the H.-Itlsh units.

.An-•Ivsss. British diplotatic ams Itn Kuw,•'- appeared to be

""twofold:z first, to honor a comtmzunt mide t.¢ tuarantee the

.irdepezun-e of a now country; s.cond, to preserve stability

Sand Brt"t.h snruuonoe; in the Pers•lan ulf area.

The str ,tpic mll.t.ry otj-ctive was to .-c-ove forces

Into the rea Itt 4 deoonstrarn r frat•sh power. These

moveoents were troCl.$4 eUterreti, !n rature, since the lraqi

forts hd nt cr2Je th ~¼wer o tte ood the'r thireut.

.ait 'irport -,one _%.ul up a lig-t. roroeeniv• force uI•ut t.e

£ . er4vr In order to ;.,ock enaer; approches Ints. Kuwait city.

I}

II
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The strategic movement irto the area was wall suited

to aemonstrate British commitment. The ruler of Kuwait had

i4 ,•,u.-d puiblicly for help, and, with Britaii-± generaliy coin-

mitted to all the Persian Gulf states except Iraq, any

failure to respond would have severely weakened British In-I fluence.

The intervention was well coordinated with the other

elements of power. Britain was quick to seize upon diplo-

matic support from the Arab League. This suppo-t aot only

lent added legitimacy to British interventicn but also an

effective mode for terminatinW successfully the operation4.*3

Moreover, the intervention succeeded oecause it dis-

- , regarded Important elements of military planning in order to

emphasie diplomatic objectives. The intervention was ap-

parently made without a carefully preprred plan of war,

Untts were committed piecemeal as they became available and

were not at full strength for seven days, But even with the

British forte at Its full strength Iraqt superiority in

tan•-ks, artillery, and infauitry was.apparent. Violent sand-

storms Ir. t.e area would have severely restricted -•he avail-

"A:bilIty of the closo air support upon. w•,h the British

would have beer. depenaent to overcome the deftelencles cf.

arillery and ant1tank weapons. While the Stratepio ROve-

mtti~etwas tic~csplishie4 zatisfactorily, In lig.,'t of I ts

diplowatic objeetives, the Suncess of t te 3rittolh venture

a-a"lAnt a 4tttonr.tned Iraqi tnrutt was problmvmatical. - 2

- Taatic! objetlves; and dispositions were, 'In pare

ti.cular, poorly des,.gne,4 to cvet Ute mo:;t 11ikcy th-rtr.
- -.

•' -. '.,- "-- . .".
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Considerationr of Arab solidarity probably ruled out any d'-

rect thrust by Iraq against Kuwait city itself, yý' t this was

the area which the British had prepared to defend. A m-ore

likely course of action might have been seizure of the Ku-

walti oil fields, located near the Iraqi bcrder.L$ Certain-

ly the Iraqi forces in the area were capable of pushing the

British screening forces out of the area, seizing the oil

fields, and thus requiring the British to fight their way

t back in again at the risk of destroying the installatlons

*1 . there.

In actual fac~ct, the British intervention was wall

coordinated diplomat~c~ally and.seemed to acco~mplish the ob-

jectives whic-h it .wfsiumed. Whether it. actually deterred a

serius 1aq1takeover attempt cannot be kncvm, however.

Assi nment of compArative evaluatiors. The national ob-

3ectives,, situattonal constraints, iwilita.ý,y objectives and

methods, anud policy coordination factors were assigned

evailuations as shown below in Table IV-4,.

Table IV-4

Cockparative Evaluations Kuwait.

compiiratlvo Aspect EvtiluAtion Assipg1id

N4ational ob3ectives
-defend . . . . . .tertiary

-support/stabilize * . . .secondary

-coerce . . . . . .pri~mary

-seize. . .

-lociationl* *. moderate
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Table IV-4 (continued)

Comparative Aspect Evaluation Assignedt

Ai -opposition . . . . . . moderate
-military capabilities of
Intervening state . . . . . low

-inconsistency of policies . . . .low
-lack of public support . . . . . low
-rkski: of escalation . . . . . . low

Military cojectives and methods
-]atk of clrý:ty of strategic
objectives . . . . . low

.... -lack of coordination of tactical

and strategic objectives . . . . . high
-economy of military power . . . . high
-overt violence . . . . . low
-political constraint . . . . . moderate

Policy coordination factors
-lack of independence of
military efforts . . . . high

-constraint from International
organizations . . . . low

-lack of diplomatic communication
with opposition . . . . moderate

-lack of moral/legal
justifiability . . .low

Deployment to Thailand (1962)

As the 1961 Geneva Conference on Laos began to un-

ravel in the early months of 1962, Pathet Lao forces resumed

their military offensive in the northwestern portion of

Laos. In a perhaps deliberately ambiguous move the US de-

N •ployed several thousand Marines and soldiers to northeastern

Thailand. The political factors involved in the interven-

tion indicate clearly the complexities associated with the

coercive deployment of contingency forces°

Background. Guaranteed independence at the 1954 Geneva C-,r-

S Iii4
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ference, Laos was unstable almost from the beginning. The

Geneva Accords provided for a cease-fire, a withdrawal oi

forces into regroupment areas, incorporation into a single

4 national army, and supervision by the International Control

Commission (ICC). The ICC proved wholly ineffective in

dealing with the Pathet Lao, and a de facto partition of the

country resulted. The French failed to live up to their

agreements in training the Laotian forces. 4 6  US aid to sup-

port the army generated inflation and corruption. The Pan:-

et Lao then began a program of subversion and terror to ex-

tend their influence* By the late 1950's leadership had be-

gun to change hands rapidly, with each leader pursuing a dit'-

ferent policy with the Communits. Meanwhile, Pathet Lao in-

fluence and control in the countryside continued to expana.

US policy towards Laos was unsettled. The US had

favored a non-Communist Laos, but then iwitched some sup-

port to Prince Souvanna Phouma, a man who was known to favor

collaboration with the Pathet Lao. But at the same time the

US continued to support right wing elements in Laotian poli-

tics. Some alterations in US support could be Justified as

attempts to prevent the US from becoming hostage to local

anti-Communists, but much of the ambiguity stemmed from the

uncertainty of American aims, However, the US was committed

to protect Laos against external aggression through a proto-

col to the SEATO treaty.

1Natitra]ly, the presence of a nearby r4r successful

Insurgency disturbed Thailand. But even more disturbing to

the Thai leaders was President Kennedy's polly of seeking

i _ ,
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neutralizatlon of Laos through a second Geneva Conference in

VY)61. This seemed to undercut the US commitment to Thai-

Ii tnd trirough the SEATO tre-Aty. During March, 1962, the Thai

foreiern minister visited Washington and was given assurances

that the US would honor its SEATO commitment to Thailand. 4 8

The crisis. n 7 May, 1962, Pathet Lao forces launched a

full-scale attack In nothwest Laos in flagrant breach of the

cease-flre which had been established in 1961. Royal Lao

defense forces in the area quickly crumbled and fled across

the border into Thailand, The attack was certainly an at-

tempt to gain bargaining leverage 4t Geneva; it may have

been a prelude to an attempt to overrun all of Laos or to

J Iattack into Thailand. The attack was a dramatic challenge

to the SEATO warning of March, 1961, that if active military

attempts to obtain control of Laos continued, SEATO would

take action.

US resnonsea. On 18 Kay, 1962. the first contingent of US

Marines landed in Thailand. Their deployment had been pre-

ceded by a carefully orchestrated scenario of preparations.

,ventually, as matny as 6,000 US troops were deployed In

camps along the Laotian border in northeast Thailand. These

fcrcns were joined by small contingents of air and ground

forces from the British and Australians. US troops did not

t .•I , et • combat; in fact, many apparently had no live am-

t,•,or,. .'The troops remined In Th~Uwnd for several

S-ongui, 1tt, the first elements departing. In July 1962, and

otthnr elemeints remalnine until the next year.* 0  aI "I
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Results. The results of the intervention are difficult ti

assess. Certainly the presence of troops did not deter the

Pathet Lao from continuing their offensive, the May of fen-

sive resumed about one week after Ub troops had arrived.

Further, the deployment may have stiffened the position of

the right-wing Laotian elements who were resisting the zwet-

tlement at Geneva. The deployment probably succeeded in re-

assuring the Thais that the US would honor its commitment to

them, however, and it also preserved some credibility for

SSATO. The intervention also seems to have strengthened the

* hand of the Soviet peacemakers at Geneva who were tryIng to

urge a settlement on their allies. In the end, apreement

was reached at Geneva in the summer of 1962, and a ttiulka"

government was imposed on the area. Thailand was not dlrect.

ly attacked or threatened, and most US troops were soon

withdrawn.

An.... sis* The US objectives In the ir.ýrvt,•ition were two-

fold. first, to mainttiin pressure on the- Commu=ists to ne-

gotiate the neutralization of !Aus: second, to rmsuro •.d

be prepared to protect Thailand nhould the Pai.hot Lio at-

tempt to exploit their successes.o n important f~cto., It.

the decision vu deploy American troops, dey iv. -I the

desire to reasauro Th&llnnd, ay .have been the need to pro-

tect hmerican cradl-bility.

US tllluary objectives %t the strvtole lavel were

to mov the desiomiiited forcot Into~ Thad ),oo and4 110 rebf~'ird

for further eontir4ezx.'#
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At the t'tct It-.I level the force was Pent to nortn-I e. t1; ' 1t l.,Uri l "I r '•*r remr, tI: from the lt rjr.er populatLd ar-

"• e: t. lie•:,,li'u, Lu :: fl:,, the 1 force wkzi at XienK Kjhon,, near

the LaotIva ri no-iour.ie

The movement ot" mll~ti-ry forces wns Intende- to de-

monstrate US concern at the aggravated breech of the cease-

fire. Movement u" US forces into Thall'&nd seemed to sugVest

that any action a•rected against Thailand would be met by US
jforces. The possiule role of these forces in Laos was left

deliberately uncietw:. Th-it Is, the military strategy was a

half-way measure ci1Cu4At,.,d to Intensify diplomatic pressure

upor. the Coznmunst snile wflhowi closing off' US options. The

SU$ forces were upp.trer.tly uinider no Instructions to enter

Ltos upon spoc8 fleu preconditions, nor were they disposed or

equipped to defun-1 '1i ¾arn.d without substantlal additional

.preparation. 5 3  ?arther decisions would have been required

a4A tite coercon or,!o. been ef'ective In preventlw- anr open

con-from t.m w Itn the UJ; the President had left his way

se.to naiýe tM,ýs 4et~tn t the time of the uah-iletw-e.

not. 4eploy~oevi hppears to- huve been wttde effic4ently

~'; cuL prviKJhave beeni utaIne4iieflnlteiy ait that,

."V 1• 11. ýA-.*-" -O In ct, o,. Severvl oc1•:cions in the

prccedtn.; rive znorab the Jolrnt Ža.lets of Situff hqd pro-

j irei rinq;hbe-,rV pia*r for coc.mtt~tn large forces Into
t;;• 

.,SQ &Xitl ~maya
•-_ m' ia.sowuver,

'.,t�0z,•2 , 4 •r•j. re actullŽ tioplvyed would huve Iee in-

)*~~trunrr;.ceanjz effetcthre s'ev6 cto h.!

!hutl,• '..ey represented been chmllenged In ,
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bat. The deployment was thus intrinsically risky from ,-

military viewpoint.

However, the deployment was well coordinated with

other elements of national influence and with the previous

record of US actions in the area. The US had exerted pres-

sure d±irectly upon the Soviet Union In 1961, and continued

private discussions with the Soviets after the deployment.

The US had also Indirectly threatened the deployment of for-

ces. Indipn help was enlisted to appeal for neutralization

of the area. By the time the forces were actually deployed

the limited extent of US aims in the area can be assumed to

have been well understood by all parties. The effect of the

coordination was to minimize the risks that the milit-qry for-

ces deployed would actually engage in combat, while the de-

ployment simultaneously demonstrated the US willingness to

take the next step if need be. Obviously, the deployment

had implications for US resolve throughout Southeast Asia.

is mentioned above, in this intervention purely m12-

Itary considerations were subordinated to diplomatic con-

cerns. Thus the US troops were sent in (militarily) Inad-

equate numbers, lacking supporting equipment, including suf-

ficient ammunition, and were not effectively deployed to con.-

duct military operations. In retrospect the deployment Indi-

cated just how closely milit',ry requirements mroht be tailor-

ed to convey s, desired di plom..tl1c me:::.:,.'.

afslynment of compurative ev,.jluuL&.onL. Thf, n.0 $thl obj,,-

tives, eiturutJonnI constr!.ilntn, millt.:try object Ives and

~ ~Mk~boC. 7y
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o.:thods, and policy cdoordJnation factors were asslr:ed eva.-

U:t|L.)*ris Lr, Ihowrl :in Table IV-5 below.

Table IV-5

Comnaratlve Evaluations - Thailand

Comparative Aspect Evaluation jissivned

National objectives
-defend . . . . .
-support/stabilize . . . . . . secondary
-coerce . . . . . . primary
-seize . . . ---

Situat Ional constraints
-location . . . . . . low
-oppositlon . . . . . . moderate
-military capal:Mitles of
intervening state . . . moderate

-inconsistency of policies . . . . . low
-lack of public support . . low
-risks of escalation . . . . . . moderate

Military objectives and methods
-lack of clarity of strategic
objectives . . . . . high

-lack of coordination of tactical
and strategic objectives . . . . . high

-economy of military power . . . . . high
-overt violence . . . . . low
-lack of political constraint . . . . low

Policy coordination factors
-lack of Independence of
military effort . • • . high

-constraint from internationjl
organizations . . . . low

-lack of diplomatic communication
with opposition • . . . . low

-lack of moral/legal justifiability . . . moderate

nMr.irement in Vietnam (1964-65) 1

In 3964.the US was deeply involved In an advisory

ind rnuoinert. role tn the war In Soutnenst AR•e. However, .



increasingly intense conflict In South Vietnam had nct

brought success to the South Vietnamese government. The

1963 coup which had overthrown Ngo Dinh Diem had provoked

several successive coups and resulted In: Increased demora.-

Ixation and defeatism in the South. iy 196L4 At hau :"eco.Y.,Tr

clear that the US tacked governments In the South woulud niot

survive if the existing US policies were continued. In re-

sponse to this evaluation the US embairked on a calculated

program of Intensifyinf the pressures on North Vietnam to

cease supporting and organizIng the wai- !n the Sou,:h. The

failure of this graduated escalation provides important in-

sight into the problems of coercive intervention.

Background. US interests in Vietnam developed slowly after

World War II. But containment, the US response to the pat-

tern of world-wide Communist aggresslon, had obvious ImpAi-

cations for resisting a Communist-led Insurrection. Com-

munist successes In China provided further stimulus to help

the French defeat the insur'gency in Indochina. It could al-

so, be argued that aJd to the French in indochAna was a

guo pro ror French support of US ideas about the rearmament

of Western Europe; In Kay, 1950, the US decided to support

the French evf'ort 1r. Indochina against the Viet Minh. Sy

19511 V;- air] was estimated to be l'inanclni 78% of the cost of

the French military actJort theret' President 1nenhower

corw tiered (lr( rtct U:; milit.:.ury o.i,',;r'q,',t ,, r, t.ho cvu or

th; F'rench jo;-' at D eJri u ilen khi t Iul, w.*.t:; dby Uj•aeci ty the

proorlp ct or a jrpe irrourid w,.tr ',: jisist

'ji~~~~~ ?-;1I1,"I ý1
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However, w! .r, the French withdrawa1 frow'j 6oothwast

Az1a vit t:?e Genevrt Cnr~ference of 1954 the US began a more

direct role In t:e -!.eri Thrcugh the formation of SiEAT) In

1954 a dtrezt U6 commit.ment for collective security In the

area was assumed.-' US advisors and military aid began to

arrive In South Vietnam in 1957, and the US sought to de-

velop In the South a conventional army to repel an Invasion

from tha North. The US commitment to South Vietnam was

reaffirmed by Presidents Kennedy and Johnson.

The South Vietnamese government to which the US was

committed was never v.ompletely secure In power. Diem was a

rer;ulne antt-Com.-un.st nationalist and became increasingly

Dgwerful under the Emperor Bao Dal, but the South was rent

by factional disputes among the Buddhist sects and the sub-

verrton of týe residual Communist elements. The grovernment

devoted its initlal efforts to consolidating its position

aA nst the i3uddh1:t factions and their private armies and

Igncred the provlsirn of the Geneva Accords which called for

natAonal elections ". decide the issue of reunification. By

1,'/7 the Comm.unists had begun a campaign of subversion and

!-error designed Lo ý:estroy the government in the South. The

Dro,-ram wan eff,:•t1v, an:d the grip of the Saigon government

(-,n many rural areas was lost. Unable to secure control of

the countryside, Increasingly threatened from within, the

government of DW.'• gradually folded inward. The economin,

social, ard polltlcal reforms necessary to extend the Pov-

ernment's ttuthority could not be eff'ected, and a itrur.l e

with. the Inrur•.ne;tr by farce of arms began.

J C A I W i L a i ' ý 0 P



By 1961 the situation in the South h.qd become so b:..o

that an American investigative mission recommen:ded tV.e ic-

ployment of a Uj$ military task force tu assist the South

Vietnamese.5? Instead, more advisors, supplies, and he'l.-

copters were dispatched. Despite some initial success wf't?:

this escalation of the conflict, the South Vietnamese co2,'

not galn decisive advantage, and the c-overnment ber.r. .o

lose troops and territory at an alarming rate. By 1963 it

had become apparent to many In the US that the South Viet-

namese could not win with Diem as their leader. With a

great deal of ambivnlence the US conducted a series of dis-

cussions with various South Vietnamere army officers which

culminated in Diem's overthrow and assasination In November,
1963.

The change in leadership in the South proved nc

ar.swer to the challenge posed by the Viet Cong, however.

A chain of coups rivetted the South's m1ltary Interest on

its own capital, while mobilization for and direction of the

war suffered, In the meantime the Communist expansion of

control in the countryside continued and the North Vietnam-

ese presence became more noticeable.

Changing the pattern of American Intervention. As early an

December, 1963, the Commander-ir.-Chief, Pacific (CINCPACi,

had advocfated a bombing c',impaxi, to 3ncrease pressure

atainst the North in respon.-e for Its support of the w., tAn.

the South,58 Though these recommendittons were not ncc,;jited

military action against the North nontinued to be stu.le,:. Lt

Copil. .0I



:'etoporalAonz.; by the South Vieti,,arrese afrairkst

tenr-5fled in the early rtonths or 1964. But In Aurgust a US

Navy destroyer rin an electronic reconn~aissance mission off

the coast of Nort-i Vlletriam was attacked by North Vietnamese

vessels, appareniLly under the belief that It was support-

ing' the raid6.5" '-S aircraft retaliated in a strike at PT

boat bases and o1l storage depots at Vinh.

World anid US public opinion supported the retalia-

tory raids, and P~residen~t Johnson emierged from the Gulf of

Tonkin Incident wit!'; a broad Con~gressional endorsement.

When he won election to the Presidency by a 1andslide mar-_

w-in, his options for dealinF with the problem of Vietnam

were conslder~bl-y expanded. He inItiated an Intense IExecu-

ti~ve branch review of Vietnam policy Sin a searchi for new

solutions. This; revirew gen~erated a consensus irn favor of a

two-phased escalIatlon (f thes War- Phase I Included intieri-

s ified air activ~ty olwer Laios and a contlnuatlion or covert,

antions against t~he North: Phase II was to consist of nl suC-

ti~ned And 1nte.!wi, fL'yrig air campaign against the North.

Phase I was Ihpleme.nted. almost Immediately, in D~ecember, b~t

Phase '11 waE1 until Gene~ral Khanh coul4 'briric' thlý

teoml to Phvose The Exc*lerve ha~d recommgended

Pn-ase :' Pl3cause! ti!"re seemedJ no viable al tetin:t lvc; wit$,'

tlhe Vie't Conig att'sci'.5 most within tha Administrrntlrni'.)- :v;

Best Av~sC,
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that, for a variety of reasons, this was the time to es,-s-

late.

The first sets of air strikes in February were a-

gain retaliatory, in response to the mortar attack at Plelk'",

but later raids were justified only by a general reference

to the bellicose activities of the North.61 Targetting for

the initial raids was based primarily on political and psy-

chological factors, but by the end of March., 1965, opinion

within the Administration had hardened to support a bombing

campaign directed more toward Interfering with the North's

capability to sustain the war in the South. 6 2

By April it became apparent that the bombing alone

was insufficient to force a conclusion to the war. In an

attempt to assuage world and domestic opinion, President

Johnson dramatized the peaceful aims of the US by offering

to start negotiations with the Vietnamese without precondi-

tions: Johnson also promised to commit US aid to a billion

dollar Mekong River Basin development scheme In which che
63

North Vietnamese could participate. North Vietnam re-

jected the offer of talks by issuing its Four Points Program

for peace. In mid-May the Administration made a more con-

certed effort to initiate negotiations by ordering an unpub-

licized bombing halt for six days. No f.ivorable North Viet-

namese response was received, and bombing was resumed.

By May the decision had been made to plateau the

bombinw and redirect Its emphasis toward interdiction of
the lines of communications to the South.6' US ground

forces had been commit.ted to the ureai and h0id bes-un to as-
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-umc an active combat role. By July, spurred by the South's

repeated ha'ttlefJe]d failures, another change in government

In the South, fear of an Imminent Viet Cong offensive to

split the country in half,. and the recognized failure of the

strategy of graduated escalation, the US planned to deploy
44 ground comb�-t battalions to the South. 6 5 In short, the

US had undertaken a major land war on the Asian continent.

R~esults. Not only had the air war failed to produce an ac-

ceptable peace settlement, but it also did not succeed in

preventinp further deterioration in the South. The air at-

tacks provAded the focus at which international and domes-

tic political protests could be directed, and they greatly

constrained US political options. With its flexibility re-

duced and its commitment raised, the US was led inexor-

ably to the assumption of a ground combat role In Asia. The

short-term results of the expanded engagement are well-

known: an eventual deployment of more than a half million

men. The North Vietnamese plan for conquest was frustrated,

but at a cost of mounting domestic political unrest, a finan-

cial outlay of $30 rillion per year, thousands of casualties,

and the compromise of other alms at home rind abroad.

Ani;,lysi.s. US natlona] objectIves in Vietnam were repeatedly

affirmed by Presidents Eisenhower, Kennedy, and Johnson. 6 6

Though expressed in a variety of ways, these objectives

tended to be threefold: first, help South Vietnnm maintain

Its Independence; second, prevent a Communist takeover Ar

Asia: third, prevent the success or the test ca-se of "'
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of National Liberation" in Vietnam. Implicit in these ob-

Jectives was the desire to maintain the credibility of the

US commitment to its Alllies. The National Security Councel

Working Group on Southeast Asia in 1964 recognized two basic

policy objectives in Southeast Asia: help a government de-

fend its independence, and work to preserve in Laos an inter-

national neutralized settlement. The Working Group noted

that these policy objectives were In consideration of three

factors: first, the general principle of helping countrIes

defend their freedom against Communist attack and subver-

sion; second, the specific consequences ot Communist control

of South Vietnam and Laos for the security of, successively,

Thailand, Malaysia, and the Phiippines; and third, South

Vietnam as a test case for the Communist "Wars of Nations1

Liberation" strategy. 6' The US made very clear that it did

not seek the destruction of North Vietnam nor any changes in
68

the governments of other countries In the area.

The military strategy of increasinp: the pressure on

the North through bombing had basically three objectives64 69

These were, first, to signal to the Communists the firmness

of US resolve, second, to boost the sagving morale of the

South, and third, to Impose increased costs unnn the North.

In fact, the primary proponents of bombing disagreed among

themsolves on what its most important purpose was to be. To

MeGeorpe bundy the main alm was to boost morale In the South,

though he acWnowledged that It would be no more than a tem-

porary a4.sistance. 7  To Ambassador Taylor, the main benefit

of the bomb!rng would be the coercion of North Vietnam into

.. , I^ C n
U-ý i46
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haltl~niz Its support of the war In the 6outh.7 An alter.ia-

tive purpose of the bombingz was suqggested by some: the bomnb-

Jng .4ould (lemonstrate to the other nations In Southeast Asia

J I that the U6 nad (lone all it could do and would thus facill-

tate eventual US disengagement. All of the high level de-

cisionmakers felt that the purpose of the bombing was ba-4 . sically polit'scal and diplomatic rather than military, that

it would affect the morale and will of the North Vietnamese

V rather than their miiidtary capacity.

The initial dispatch of US ground troops to the area

had at least four purDoses: first, to provide security for

US personnel and f'acilities; second, to take some of' the ac-

tive combat burden off the 6outn Vietnamese army; third, to

signal the seriousness of the US6 resolve; and, fourth, to

bolster morale In the South.7 An additionil. purpose may

d have been to-.provide a negotiating lever once talks h~ad be-

pun arnd the bombij'ig In the North was stopped.7 The later

decision to deploy 414 battalions represented a change In ob-

jectives to press for m'2.ttary defeat of the enemy I n the

South, though it was hoped that sometime before that stage

the enemy might elect to give up,7

- The tactleal objectives of the bombinF In the North

were selected Por syjmbý) rather than military reasons.

The first ralds, tint-for-tat fashion, struck In reprisal

at arimy barrackz. atnt eancanpments In the North. Not until

April di-d the Inti~rdictlon mission really become establ Ished :

r~ the. fundament~ ta~ctical objective of the a'.r action.

Ground forces wero deployed to areas where high corte'Y
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tions of US personnel were located, and, as these forces an-

tered the active combat role, they began to be depaoyud ~4'

areas where the greatest Viet Cong ground threat was ant,,-

cipated.

If one assumed that the war was essentially direc-

ted and, supported from the North, then the support wh~lch t-he

... military strategy offered for the national objectives was

clear. It the North could be dissuaded from its alms, the

remaining insurgent elements in the South could be Isolated.

and defeated. Unfortunately, the strategy offered little in

'p. the way of a fallback position if It was not successful.Th

resort to graduated pressure was, In itself, a fallback~ posi-

tion, the last resort for attaining American aims. If' the

strategy failed, then the answer was, imulicitly, either a

stronger dose of the same medicine or a revislon of US ob-

jetiesAnd In fact the strategic objectives were unobtain-

able for the level of commitment the UZ; was pre pared to make.

The US policymakers apparently overestimated the coercive

effects which the air attacks could generate, despite State

Department warnings that the effects would not be substan-

tial.7 The bombing threatened the North withi loss of se.

leoted military, transportation, or Industrial facilities;

but It did not threaten the North with defeat in the South*

E~ven the eventual concentration on the Interct1.An1n misslon

merely Increased the cost to the Nor-th of supportinpg the war

In the South without makInp the support. Impossible. Tito

graduated escalation allowed Lime lfor t~he enemy to react to
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the US pressures a.nd sustain its morale, will, and physical

rsupport of the war, Wor could the limited numbers of grouna

troops which the UL planned to deploy provide the force ra-

tios which past experience had demonstrated were requisite

'or successful counterinsurgent operations in difficult ter-

raIn..

Moreover, the US overestimated the coercive pres-

sures which could be generated by reaffirming the US com-

mitment. For the North Vietnamese, the war in the South

was essential to their national purpose; for them it was not

a limited war. Given the improbability of US use of nuclear

weapons and the fact that the US had committed itself not to

destroy their society, the North could afford to risk the

dangers of escalation, secure in the knowledge that US com-

mitments elsewhere would eventually detract from US interest

and dedication tu the war In Southeast Asia.

7he U• strategy In South Vietnam followed closely

the pattern of previous political-military maneuvers In crl-

sis management, Ub policy was carefully tailored to show

restraint. Care was taken to avoid excessive employment of

force. World and UL approval was gmined initially by ex-

plaIning the Uj- escalation as reprisal for North Vietnamesu

activities In the south. And, the President offered ti-c calu.

rot of economic devolopment, aloo. osut stiil the U6 lauked

rý- place to go with its diplomacy. No negotiations were

ingoing over Vletriam. The Soviet UNlon and China, though at

odds with each other, were far removed f'rom the cor4'i~et !r

the Siouth and had only limited Innluence at tht"t t)ime. io-
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Vway, appeals to the boviet Union could hardly be expected .

be effective when Accompanied by overt attack upon a Com~-

munist countryo Moreover, the Ub would have to halt the

bombing to persuade the Eorth to enter z.evotlatlorn, and

then what leverage would be avai labl e except US support for

the South? And the longer the bombing continued, the more

diplomatic pressure could be grenerated againvt the U5 to

halt it.

The political intent which the graduated escalation

was to communicate was prob~ably niot so clear as It seemed at

the time to US policymakers. If the American response was

deliberate, It may have seemed halting and Irresolute to the

enemy. If the American build-up was designed to be restrain-

ed, It may have appeared reluctant* In fact, pollcymakers

were naive to expect the North Vietnamese to accept the

American commitment as a prelude to mu~ssive and sustained

American intervention when the Ub had ma~de It clear In the

past that it did not want to Intervenre in the war directly*

Within South Vietnam itself the m~litary strategy

was poorly coordinated with the other elements of power*

The resort to military esoalhtlon was an admission that the

tiou-i.mlitary economic and pollitical. development programs of

the South had fouiled, but the expansion of the military ef-

fort seemed to result i.n rurther deemphasis Of these pro-

grams duriiW the period l9b44ý5.

Limiitations on the ute oftorce rested not upon US

capabilities but upon the overq.1 I scheme of the tntelrvenitioll.

UU capabilities were udeejuratt to huivo mounted very Intense
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T raids over the North. The Introduction of ground troops

proceeded much slower than the maximum rate which could have

beezi surrported.

01' course, U6 tactical capabilities certainly Influ-

enced the U6 strategy. The excellent communications wd the

highly responsive tactical airpower allowed the graduated

reprisal strategy to be employed. And US tactical capabil-

ities seemed so much greater than the enemy's that It was

very difficult to persuade policymakers that ~he military

A strateg'y ought to be driven more by considerations of tacti-

Ical advantare and less by concerns for political gains. But

as Admiral S$harp, US commande~r in the Pacific warned,

Anr political program which Is designed to formulate
terms and procedures for re~aching agreement on cessation
of a graduated program of mi12.t'*ry pressures will be suo.
cessful in' proportion to the e~fectiveness of the mili-
tary press,,ares program lt~selfolD

In facts the air objectives selected for the bombing

could not contribute significantly to militRry pressure*

These objectlves were simply not the critical links In the

North's support of the war In the Souths, though there were

such critical links, later experience was to show that even

when they were targetted, tactical airpower was simply not

wholly effective In disrupting them. As for the objectives

lnitiul&ly a.asigned the grounid forces, little military pres-

sure could be expected If they were achieved, Security of.

Uzi bases was a military necessity but could do little to put

pressure on the North or even to interfere with the tNorth~s

capability to sustain the war., As US forces In the South

shif ted to the offensive role their contribution became v-.*,-
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sigpnifioant, yet it was apparent that the 4i4 battalion1 forcl&

that was authorized in July, 1965, would be far froD: ade-

quate to wage the war and defeat the enemy in the South, ae-

spite American technological superiority.

In retrospect, the national 6.oals In Vietnam ma~y not

have been feasible at any price less than all-out war

against the NJorth* But certainly the strategy and t otics of

grad~uated response were the Inappropriate-means by which to

pursue the objectives*

Assignment of comparative evaluations* The national objec-

tives, situational constraints, military objectives and

methods, and policy coordination factors were assigned eval-

uations as shown in Table IV-6 below.

Table iv-6

Comparative Evaluations -Vietnam

Comparative Aspect Ev~luaitlon Assignedl

National objectives
-defend . . . tertiary
-support/stabilize . . . secondary
-coerce . . . . primary
-seize . . .

Si tuational constraints
-location : very hiph
-opposition 6 *f high
-Military c~pabilitles or Interveninr
state . . . . . low
-inconsistency of policies . . . low
-lock of public support . . .

-risks of' escalation . high

Milit~ary objectives Itnst MethOdS
I -lack or clarity of s~traitegic

ob~jectives hiph
-la~ck or coordlind I(on of t~.&e;IU;..
:ird etr:.Legic objocteIves .0 Ihi~



Table IV-6 (continued)

Coimp;*ratlve A.spect Evaluation Assgne

-econom~y of' military power .high

4 -overt violence . .high

* -lack of political constraint . low

Policy coordinatlon factors
-lnck of Independen~ce of
military effort . high
-constraint from Internati onal
organizations . low

-lacal of diplom~itic communication
with opposition . high
-lack of moral/legal
justifiability . moderate

Intervention in the Dominican Republic (1265)

In 1965, In the midst of its preoccupation with

Vietnam, the US dispatched several thousand paratroopers and

Nazines to the Dominican Republic to safeguard American cit.-

Izens and prevent a suspected Communist takeover there. The

Intervention Fraphically demonstrates several important as-

pects of successful conting~ency operations. Troops were

.......... d~spa-ched &Ld mased rapidly, military activities were well

coordinated wi.th poiltica- objectives, and planning for the

terminatitov cnf the operut~on was beirun imnmedlutel 3r. The.

Dominic-an Ir.Lerv'Inton rtppe-ared, !.- the shcrt term, sing-

ularly effective*

iiakrrund ahadge podg-e of' cultural helt~wes, S anto Do-

zingo achieved Irtaependcence rrom Hialt! in 1I44. A long

f'lirtatior, with foruiltt rovernzentz; and prolonged fiscal1

mismatriaetment fo',jawed. N aval base3 were offered to L
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powers, and In the years after t'l-a Civil War, Santo Dominr'-

even offered Itself up for annexation by tki U3, In 1907

the US intervened to takea over the cu~stoms house to aetLle

= Santo-Domingo's foreign debts. Nine years of flnaneiý&l and

political instability culminated In the complete occupaticn

of Santo Domingo by the US Marines in 1916. When the Mar-

Ines were with drawn in 1L9241. the Domii-iican Riepublic was

founded.

Workcing his way up through the powerful cornstabularyt

Rafael Trujillo came to power In the Dominican Republic in

1930. Trujillo gradnally consolidated his position and by

the 1950's was attempting to interfere In the Internal af-

fairs of other Latin Americana states. Hils actions aaainst

A President Betancourt of Venezuela in 1960 earned him a con-

sure by the 0x-ani~zation of American States, followedi by

economic reprisalb kby the US in accoz-d with the WA resolu-

tion. The resulting, stresqes In the Lo1~r.can Riepublic led

to Trujillo's assassina~tion In 1961*

Elections were held in 1962, and Juan Bos3ch. Q left-

Ish moderate, wu.s elected presideht. however, Bcsch's po1±-

alas won his little fuvtur with the army, which overthrew him

In. a coup lift 1963 -and forced him into exile. Bosch's $up-

porters planned to refrain power by the smme means they ahd

lost 11% - a coup -and suoceedie4 In daveloping a roll.oving

rAmong some of thie ongrarmy oc acrpt

US Intereatc in the Dominicani Republic had alwiays

been more concerned with keepinw othecv powers out thax with

any po:ýItlve result~s tht~eiveN. Uoder the Nunrola Loctrine
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the US had sought to prevent the creation of new colonies 1r,

the Western diemisphere, US Interest in. the Carinbean waLt

,I iricreLsed by the US acquisition of Cuba, Puerto Moo, and the

'ariama, Canal in the early Twentieth Century. The establish,.

ment of a Communist rerime in Cuba in 1959 seemed to add

another dimension to the threat to American interests In the

Caribbean, the dimension of su.tverslon supported by other

.zi. Communist rations within the Western Hemisphere. The US in-

terests also Included respq.nsibility for the safety of

American citizens in the Dominican .lepublic.

Crisis. QO.5-n ti 9C5, approximately 2,000 men from the

rebel force lIui -".ea !coup attempt with a seizure of the

government r.adio zstV on. The net day this force stormed

the Presidenttbl iiuce- W•tn the army did not respond to

his request ror . Iss %t e. 0resident. Don held refljned.

H.owever. as t1he -itm4 or :•itoe rebels to reinstate juan Boscwt

becume clear, t't -e • 6r,. rht#tIn arty %officers. formed a juntA

in oppoaltion,.. stt- taeoy A tteinpt "t to cruen the rebels. by

tit e 28 th tte s- aI ti u onfnad .tc-,oratt, to lawless violence

tlhrouvinobt ýarvtc'ý &sotlno. with tke '4unta una~ble -rapidly ýto

otfIZSk zoftrC -A t ýu.~ vrened r'eports beviar4

to rotw;n the 4 rtot. tm Ainri an. .z•bassator that the rebels

were Pntd by or lnafI-trtu wxiti a >4"r~e'nuber of Cotaun-

-aso r io~ . G '6 j .rii ?ms ent Jonton directed the ;are-

I rip or sC•e 50C K trne: to uaa-Aeruay'J the 1,1ves of Azertc• i--

0wti hd r-Ae tL tne •,.j•atOr •hce•e. c 1he next d-&.t
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International Zone was established in Santo Dominro; this

2 area wus to consist cf the hotel area and the emba~sy -reas.

Another battalion of 1,500 Marines was landed to protect this

"Zone. The President also ordered the 82nd Airborne Division

to deploy In the area; the first elements of the 82nd were

airlanded at San Isedro airfield on 30 April.

The US had worked diplomatically with the OAS while

it had Intervened unilaterally. On the 30th of April the

OAS called for a cease-fire, which the US forces accepted.

This cease fire did hinder the consolidation of the US posie-

tionf but the two forces, one In the International Zone, the

other across the river at the airport, were soon linked up;

a corridor which split the rebel-held area was established.

By 8 Kay UW forces in tte Domitilcarn Republic totalled some

23,000. And on 15 May the first contlnrent of an OAS peace-

keeping force arrived to supplement and eventually to re-

lieve the US forces.

Results. U3 military actions wen sucett! In peservin8

the safety of Amerioan ratlonal3 arn prevontinp further de-

terioration of the sitution in the Dominican liepublic. Coal-
cunst forces did not ga8n power, and u coatrtlon eroveranent

was eventauily arraned through the UhS. US troops vere

gradually nthdnvn under the auspices of the WIS. nuaccAs-

rul termination of the crisis. ""he US forces tivolved In

the illerventlon Suffered sone 73 casualties.

""s• nationl dbectlves in the Do1iftic• Inter-

vention were tvcfo14i first. to prevent the eotablishaent Of



a Communist government in the Dominican liepublic; second, to

provide for the safety of American citizens in the area.- 7

The purpose of the military intervention was first

ýo provide for the physical security of American nationals

in Santo Domingo. The intervention was also designed to

shock the leftist forces into submission and restore some

order to the area while the diplomatic aspects of the tran-

sition of government could be handled.* 0  The size of US

forces was increased as the Communist control of the rebel-

lion became more clear. 8 1

The tactical objectives for the forces incluided the

airfield, the main downtown and embassy area, and a corri-

dor between these two areas*2

The rapid response of the US forces was adequate to

protect US nationals in the city. The preponderant super-

iority of the US forces was also capable of quelling any or-

ganized enemy resistance within the Santo Domingo area. The

strategic problem faced by the intervening forces, however,

was how to deter conflict once on the ground, not how to win

tactical engagements.

Ultimately, this deterrence rested on the facile co-

ordination of the military intervention with other means of

diplomacy. The rapid initiation of effective OAS participa-

tion in the peacekeeping force itself and the diplomatic ne-

gotiqtions to achieve a compromise governipen: were critical

in preventing the development of a protracted and violent

occupation by US forces.

US capabilities were certainly adequate to meet 'it
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anticipated military requirements of the intervention, un-2 less the general disorder turned into a protracted guerilla

war waged from remote areas of the island.

Tactical objectives and methods were appropriately

chosen to implement the national strategy. Control of the

N -airport and foreign sections of the city was vital in se-
curing an LOC and in providing for the safety of foreign na-

1 l tionals. It should be emphasized that what made these ob-
I jectives particulary desirable was that the US forces did.

not have to wage major operations to seize them by force.

Had the US forces encountered heavy opposition at any point

Z'• in the undertaking, the diplomatic factors upon which suc-

-y . cess hinged would have ruled against continuing the opera-

tions; the US would certainly have had difficulty in

claiming to: preseve stability if it had fought major battles

.t in the intervention. Especially critical was the corridor

VAK wh•.w h was maintained between the airfield and the Interna-

tional Zone. This corridor not only assured the unity of US
..A forces but also separated the rebels into two sections of the

A: city.

SMost importantly, it should be noted that US forces

did not tndertake offensive acticns unless directly fired

upon and in immediate danger. On only one occasion did US

forces take strong offensive action; this was in response

to a direct atta'ck by the rebels which inflicted casualties

upon US forces manning defernsive positions along the corri-

dor. This strong action seemed to have a salutary effect on

the progress of the negotiations.

..................-.....



UO forces were further employed in humanitarian aid

missions such as the distribution of food and medical aid.

These taskc undoubtedly contributed to the diplomatic suc-

cess of the operation.

In all, the intervention succeeded in coordinating

military requirements with the fundamental aims of national

1 policy. Strategy and tactical capabilities plAced no re-

straint on the development of courses of action to support

the fundamental diplomatic aims of the intervention. And

these lower objectives were selected with the clear intent

of supporting the diplomatic aims.

Assignment of comparative evaluations. The national objec-

tives, situational constraints, military objectives and

metnQds, and policy coordination factors were assigned eval-

uations as shown in Table IV-7 below.

Table IV-?

Comparative Evaluations - Dominican Republic

Comparative Aspect Evaluation Assigned

National objectives
-defend . . : • •
-support/stabilize primaryJ -coerce . . . . . . secondary
-seize • • • • . -

Situational constraints
-location . . . . . . moderate
-opposition . . . . , . low
-military capabilities of

W;. intervening state . . . . .. low
-inconsistency of policies . . . . . moderate
-lack of public support . . . . . high
-risks of escalation low

'I,



Table IV-7 (continued)

Comparative Aspect Evaluation Assigned

M'ilitary objectives and methods
-lack of clarity of strategic
objectives . . . low

-lack of coordination of tactical*
and strategic objectives . low

ý-economy of military power . .low

-overt violence . . moderate
-lack of political constraint4. . low

Policy coordination factors
-lack of independence of military
effort 0 . moderate

-constraiint from international
A ~otga~nizations . . . . low

-~lack of diplomatic communications
I ~with the opposition . . . moderate

-lack of moral/legal justifiablt . high
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This chapter abstracts from the case studies devel.

oped in Chapter IV to present some conclusions regarding the

utility of contingency forces and the general problems of

political-military coordination. First the results of the
various contingency operations are surveyed; next the char-

y~i acteristics or the operations are compared to determine

those aspects significant in differentiating successes from
failures; third, the future utility of contingency forces is

examined using the basic methodology developed in Chapter III,

Finally, some aspects of the methodology which warrant fur.

ther consideration are noted,

The Utility of Contingency
Forces

Conventional military Interventions by contingency

forces of Western powers have been a significant feature or

International af fairs since World War II. The oontin~eney

operations Investigated here occupied eight of the sixte~en

years covered by this study*

The results of the contitgency operations In

achlevinr the i, tional objectives of the Interveniniz powers

were mxed. Te Korean Intervention succeeded In ret IInln

the southern portion arthe Kcreatn penin~sula within the West-
el-n sph. re of In:iuence, In hon~oring a commitment to ar.!n l,

13



and In impleme~nting collective seLurity arrangements. Hjow-lvever, the same results could probably have been ac?- ivr~d con-_

siderably sooner and at less cobt had military and forei,ýn

policy been more effectively coordinated. US interventioll In

Lebanon (and the simultaneous British intervention in Jor-.

dan) did deter additional intervention by Syria and reest~b-

lished political stability In Lebanon and Jordan. The cred-

ibillty of US commitments was upheid. The US intervention

In the Domini'tAn ktepublic succeeded in restorinp order to a

chaotic situation, safeguarded hmerican lives, and fore-

stalled the immediate takeover by a leftist and possibly

Communist-dominated regime,

On the other hand, British intervention in Suez In

1956 was a disastrous failure. Nasser was not forced out of

office nor was _1riltish control over Uie Canal restored; )Hri-

tish prestige in the Middle East received a severe setback,

The repercussions of the failue to Bi~rtish foreign policy

were severe, including a split with the U.J and public humil.

lation of BritaLn- at the 'IN Nor was the initial US contin.

gency operation In Vietnad (1964-65) successfule Though the

gradual escaltation of US~ Involvement there did provide posa

sibly the on~ly means of 'ongaging US power In support of the

Southi, the 1964~-65 'Intervention railed to sagnificsintly aid
the South Vietnamese4, failed to comp~el Nrh VenmewIth

drawal f ro m the war, and faild to demonstrate the inadequacy

of the *Wars of National Litlerationo strateirye Itather, It
led to further Increases In the hmerioAn commitnent unido

temporarily, to an alwost com dote American tAkeovo. of' theC
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war effort. It Is probably too soon to assess the Mnral Imn-

pact ind1 the final4 advantages and disadvantalzes of the Viet-

:.imr ¶Involvr~ment, but it prom)sZes to have a profound and last.

ing, elfect on American policy*

Some interventions have been more difficult to as-

sess, British Intervention In Kuwait may or may not have

been critical In deterring an Iraqi attack on that sheikh-i

doz. Some presumption of success must probably be granted#

however, In that the deployment hono 4d the B~ritish commit-

ment w~ithout provoking Iraqi aggression and was ended with

beneficial rather than hqrmful effects for both Britain and

F *ealto Similarly difficult to assess ib t~he Impaict of US

deployment to Thailand In 1962. While the intervention

failed to deter further attacks by the PNthet Lao in Laos,

peace tailks nevertheless began to make proeress and nominal

neutra~lization of the Laotian situation ttrough the Geneva

Conference of 1962 was effected. T1halland was not attacked*

T'here is no Indication that thve I'S deploytent was provoca-

tive or In any way h4raed US in~terests, so the action must

be conaidered at leqst partially suaccessf'ul.

Viewed In perspective, the contingency operations

of the.Western powers were an extremely Important compon-

alit of th~eir -nutional I nrluence. Certainly the contlsw-ency

forces were not the only zeQns or projootlyW nationnl pouer;

nor vere the~v indepandent of the othor aSppects of nuation-S9

foreign pcllioio;, "Ither. they tust be vieved as Intrilr~ac

elements in the larper pattern of Intertoi-tlonal relut:t'vs.

Tlheý potential to protect, to huailiate, to destroy, to' ;tr
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which these contingency forces represented was differel.'

form but not so diff'erent In intent from othe~r mean:.~ -.Jr

galninp~ through diplomacy, economlc policies, and so foi-th.

And the employments of these forces were directed at the liM:-

ger diplomatic problems, Whether or not the domestic pub-

lics understood and supported their governments' Altered hrp-

preciations of the uses of military power. po&Acymakers In

the West bad achieved the Clausewit'ziar. standard of war (and

the threat of war) as Intewral Oarts of the processes a:' di-

plomacy.

While not every contingency operation was successful,

many did achieve the basic national plirposes for which they

had been undertaken. In Korea, Lebanon, Kuwait., Thailand,

- -and the Dominican liepublic contingency forces succeeded In

providing conditions in which the larger short-term diplo-

ýmatic alms were %ttalned. And it 1z Impossible to assess

directly the no doubt signItfcnt contib ' ion of these

forces, even short of their ecamitmett,~ in retainirsa Inf~lu-

enee for the West In maniy of tho' peripherul ureus,

B~ut whait feutures accounted for the successes of

sowe operuAtions and tho ratiuzres or others? Ite answer can-~

notbe found In the military aspeets of th-e opeiia~ons ahlone,,

for aii the contIngency oper~tions were Intrlnsla to the flab-

rie of InternatIonal relatiows, so their succetses %ere de-

rIvative frcm, their effecttve In! eg'rat1on Into the ceveroll

pattern-S. These laxrger pVatterns of reltationshipt. arAd the

centributions of p;Art.1cular =1litary oper~atlons and tech-

ti-quos, cun be;at be utnderateod b~y comparative ex =Ination of'
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the lIn.erventlions in four general areas: the basic national I
objectives themselves, the several 3Ituatlonal constraints

lanrict .xg uoon t?,e Interventrip power, the military objec-

tives -nd methods of the operation, and various aspects of

"policy coordination.

Comparative Analyses of Contingencies

To exlain the factors associated with success or

failure, the various contingencies will be compared within

each of the four general areas by relating their success or

failure to their comparative descriptive evaluations. Then 7

tthe contingencies will be compared across the four general

areas to highlight the significant aspect differentiating

success from failure. Finally, the particular problems of

political-military coordination of objectives and methods

will be considered.

Tin every contingency operation analyzed the objec-'

tives of the intervening power seem to have involved one or

more of the following factors: defense of an area, support

or provision of stability to a friendly government, coercion

"of a hostile government or group, or seizure of terrain.

The Interventions analyzed in Chapter IV may be

described by their intent as shown on Table V-I below.

Categorizing contingency operations by their objec-

tives indicates that operations conducted to support friend-

ly governments, stabilize political situations, or defend

areas from attack have been more successful than attempts to
g '46

coerce foreign governments or revolutionary groups or seize

I' ""i5

" A ••• .•••C,'i,•• •• • ,• -•'• • • :- •." •':- :"• '•,',.~••, : ' ":.,.. . .,..•,,.,. •.. . . ..A'• .. , .• ,:'•••, : :•:v .,-.:
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torrain.

Table V-1

Intervention Objectives

Intervention Objectives -

Defend Sunport/Stabilize Coerce Seize

(successful
operations)

Korea primary secondary tertiary

Lebanon secondary primary tertiary

Kuwait tertiary secondary primary

Th&iland secondary primary

Dominican
Republic primary secondary

(u~nsuccessful
operations)

Suez secondary primary

4Vietnam (64-65')tertiary secondary primary

The results of' the operations may be somewhat our'-

prisirig sinc~e these contingency forces have usually arrived

trained and equipped for combat, and especially prepared for

conventional military operations. Yet, only in Korea were

contingency forces actua.tly tasked to conduct a defense by

actual combat. In the other operations military forces were

deployed although the full range of their military capabil-

ities was not utilized.

31 With Suez as the only example, the use of contin-
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gency forces to conduct conventional military operations to

seize and hold terrain seems to have been an Ineffectlite use
"ot national military power.

Some contingency operaions which aimed to coerce the

opposition into a settlement or cessation of conflict were

* successful; others were not. Explanations for the variances

in the results are developed below.

A critical element in explaining success or failure

of contingency operaions. my be the array of constraints

Ce which the situation itself imposes on the planning and exe-

cution of the operaion. The evaluation of the contingency

operation by the degrees of constraint is shown in Table V-2

below.

Not surprisingly, those operations which were con-

ducted under high constraints tended to be unsuccessful.

The Suez operation was highly constrained in every aspect in-

vestigated. Situational constraints were also significant

in the Vietnam intervention in 1964-65. Successful opera-

hlý tions, conversely, seemed to require more favorable circum-

stances.

Two constraints which appear to have been most sig-

nificant in differentiating successful from unsuccessful

operations are the location of the intervention and the

risks of escalation. Contingency operations directed against

established governments in their own territories constitute

acts of war in which minor powers have many of the advan-

tages; by mere persistence they can win; world opinion

seems to side with smaller powers resisting aggression; and
• ! t
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""-"I direct attack from without usually strengthed the political

cohesion of threatened states. The risks of escalation also

weigh asymmetrically against the larger powers; not only do

Ltfey bear the direct onus for the intervention, but also,

they carry the burden of an unemployable nuclear capability,

useful in intimidating or prOvoking another nuclear power

but not instrumental in the intervention against the minor

power. In Suez the British-French operation provoked a nu-

clear threat from the Soviet Union which added to the diplo-

matic pressures operating against termination successful for

the British and French. In Vietnam the potential for Chi-.

N nese and Scviet counteraction was carefully assessed in de-

termining the amount of coercive power which could be gener-

S..ated against the North. The presence of risks of escalation,

2 far from operating in favor of the US and Britain in such

interventions, thus operates against the long-term, subtle

0 coercive diplomacy advocated by some of the theorists.

STwo partlcular aspects of the situations which do

not appear tc have been critical are the opposition and the

I . lack of public ,aupport at home. Despite high .degrees of

••constraint from both factors, some continp'ency operations

., I - were successful. In both the Korean and the Thailand oper-

atiornUS power was committed against strong opponents yet

1succeeded; in the Dominican Republic Intervention, lack of

public support exerted a high degree of constraint, yet the

operation was completed successfully. Given the right com-

bination of ciroumstaioes, then, Intervention even in the

face of public opposition at home ban be effective.
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Central to the concept of intervention is the em-

ploymant of the contingency forces themselves. The specific

variables describing the military objectives and methods of

the operations were developed in Chapter III. Table V-3 be-6

low indicates the comparative evaluation of these factors

for each of the contingency operations.

The data in Table V-3 reveal several Interesting

characteristics of the military objectives and methods.

First, no single factor provided sufficient differentiation

of successes from failures. For example, in no operation

• was there a significant absence of political constraints;

yet some operations succeeded, others did not. Obviously,

the important point here is not that political constraints

will exist.., but rather that they must be appropriate to

direct military operations to attain the national ends. In

the Thailand intervention it would have been inappropriate

for US forces to deploy into Laos and prepare an active de-

fense to blunt the Pathet Lao, and it was also unecessary:

the very presence of US forces generated appropriate co-

eroive pressures to attain US ob'Jectives without provoking

escalation by the other s1de., On the other hand, similar

attention to the diplomatio sensitivities of the opponents

bore no success in the Vietnam intervention*

Many of the contingency operations succeeded with

only a low degree of violence. And in the cases of Lebanon

and the Dominican hepublic, a low economy of military .power

seemed to go along with the absence of a high derree of vlo-

lence. This may Indicate that when a high degree of mill-
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tary power, relative to the opposition, is employed, mili-

tary forces deter rather than provoke violence. This niaS

at least partially invalidate the concept of carefully tail-

oring forces to avoid excessive strength, a concept elabo-

rately developed by the limited war theorists and also most

attractive to political decisionmakers. Note, however, that

the converse of this implication does not hold: a rela-

tively high economy of force (that is, a failure to deploy

overwhelming military power) does not always stimulate a high

degree of violence.

The hierarchical model of political-military deci-

sionmaking, which was explained in Chapter III, would seem

to imply that clear definition of strategic objectives and

effective coordination of tactical with strategic objectives

are prerequisites for successful applications of military

power. The data of Table V-3 show this not to be the case.

In both Korea and Thailand, some lack of clarity and coord-

ination did not preclude successful operatlons. Failure to

adhere to these proven military principles does not auto-

matically spell failure; and as the Suez operation showed,

clearly defined strategic objectives are certainly not suffl-

olent to guarantee success.

A fourth and related aspect of contingency opera-

tions is the coordination of military operations with the

other elements of foreign policy. Four factors of this to-

ordination were described in Chapter 11. Table V-4 below

Indicates the comparative evaluations of the contitwency

operations by these factors.

Ii
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The data in Table V-4 indicate that in most eolitýr

gency operations the military effort was highly dependient,

on the other elements of foreign policy, especially in -se-

curing the favorable termination of the operation. Except

for the Korean Intervention every successful contingency-

operation was associated with no more than a moder-ste lack of'

diplomatic cominunicationg with-?.the oppos;itIon; that is, at

least normal diplomatie -relations or other readily avail-

able zaeans of..communication facilitated the articulation and

lbargaining surrounding the teirms o-xf termnination. In. the'

Korean operation,_--the mtfans of diplo6matic communications -

were 6ventually attained by the 1951 commencement of the

peace talks. The absenpe- of appropriate -means .of termina-

tion was sorely-felt in.-the Vietnam.-contingency operation,

when a military operation-.which. had achieved some degree of

tactical success could'not-be translated Into desired poli-

tical objectives.

Lack of support (In other words, cotitraints) from

International organizations may or may not oe significant

factors In the successes of operations. The British Inter-.

vention in Suez might have succeeded with Western, and ea-

peolally with USO support In a host of International organ-

izations; without -that -support. the intervention was doomed

to fail* However, the US intervention In Vietnam did elicit

support from S~iATO allies, yet it was markedly lansucessfuls

The luck or moral or legul justifiability of intero.

ventions seem to be associated with their railure,.oxcept i-n

the case of the Dominican htepublic. Yet perhaps the key



point here was tk~at the Intervention was nonetheless justi-

fled before the Organization of American S3tates, which pro-

videol thie pe,-ýekeeplng forces and diplomatic assIstance to

IT enable the US to terminate its Intervention sueoessfully*

Different aspects of the Interventions assume sig-

* nificance If they are compared across factor categories.

Table V-5 below is a composite comparison Of the contingency

operations, showing all the aspects and the evaluations

assigned each operation for each aspects

11 Four of the Interventions had primary objectives of

coercion or seizure.~ The failures (Suez and Vietnam) were

differentiated Crow. the successes (Kuwait and Thailand) by

*high overt violence and high situational constr&ints derived

from the location., oppositioni, and high risks of escalation.

T -ie failures also laicked publicl support and showed a moder-I

ate. or hish 1aCXc os diplomatic communications with the op-

pos1tý'on., Hioweve~r, ther 'were. not significant differences

ir. tne othe~r o c.e'tcsof milit~iry ojcie n

ino~M4 ~ach~ tw ack co1 clarity oX strategic objectives*.

3Ack ~ ~ ~ ~ t e odlitn tstic aaftd strAtegy, a~nd economy of

1~' ili~arype'4Cr4  Inother wor4_n, situWational factors and, In

Lh4.tttr.!f ,' vhf Aaea- of aom.mu,110*tions with tile op-.

-oi~~ 1m~t~ore rstg3 1le- f tr tt-v outcomes thAn the

~Ui~r ~ ---Pr Xl itary. sucoess at'the tactica*l

level wý4sý. -ot uuffoleitt -cond~tton ror diplomatic success,,

It ~o~~ ~e ~L~i, tO~t~ that ucdessful Feneration of

so ~ ~ - t*-,l~~r rta~ wzat; a necessary condition tu

the .,Ucc e~se
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Two interventlons had primary objectives of sup-

o(crt Irw f'riendl~y -overnmeiAt or st~abilizing a political
nit -tior within a country; both the Lebanon tsnc tiie Domin-

Ican Ueoublic operations achieved their objectives. The

situactional constr'Ant were similar exceot for a much

LvreýAter lrzick of public support In the Dominiican intervetnion

'and a somewt.,A~ more Inconsistent policy there, In the

D~ominican iiepublic operation more violence occurred than In

the Leba-ron Intervention; the most striking differences, howi-[

ever, wore in the policy coordination factors, The data in

Table V1-5 suargest tne common modality of success ifn both

operations was the overwheimrnin, well-coordinated aPplica-

ti~wn of-military power in a low-risk operation in a neutral

or Western-oriented country against a poorly equipped or or-

ganIze4 opuositiono In either operation poorly coor~nated

or Insufficient rdlitnry power ooiid have led to failure.

While the US forces presented a clear military oh uII tinge

to the opposition wi~tin each of the countries, an elemen~t

- - - -- - - -of diplomutdc flrreat wus also present In both oaaes as

fureign powers siuoporting th4e disorders were thezselvas de-

tarred froz further Involvdment.

The Koroan interventlon was the only one or the

seven ivhose prlzary purpose was defenae. 1Though the operu-

to v*; b-ztcu"1y sucteal-ON1, th;&t SucceSs could have been

iaclqrI ue" more efea~clently. !Ack of clarlty ýiqzt4t

evecli!?ry olctives nl"rlcicrany Impal.red thei attlin-

zen or natorý purioses. by its very nature the auc~c

of the operati1- ini Korea wus dependent pr! arlI y on,;

~-~- 
V-
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success of American arms; and, given the lack of over-

whelming military power which the US employed, military vi~

tories requi'red careful coordination, sometimes 1a,,king, and

a long strugp-la with high casu-i~lties.

The data in Table V-5 suggest that the significance

of t'-he military aspects of the operations has varied mark-

edly. In Kuwait~and Thailand military operations seemed

critical only to emphasize the seriousness of great power

concern and commitment. Ha~d conficit occurred in either

operation, the deployed forces would have had great di~ffi-

culty In achieving military successes on the batt~efield.

In other cas'...s, however, the effpotiveness of military

operations, niot just a military presence, provided the clear

'I differenn~s between successes and failures, The attainment

of national objectives in Korea, Lebanon, and the Domiiaican

Republic was highly dependent on the tactical effectiveness

of the military forces employed. B~it irn Suez and In Vietnam

success at. the taz~tica1 level did not. pioduce strategic and

national success. It would be tempting but altogether so-

4,, phistic to conclude that successful military operations are

neither necessary nor liutficient ,tnditions for succe~issul

intervention.

The significance of the military aspects of the

operations cannot be grapsed by easy philosophical formula~e.

The root issue which must be faced in detern~ining the pro-

per military role is the proper cooreina'.1on of military

means with political ends. Arid there seems little doubt*

th-.t thi two are, to some extent, Inicomnpatible.
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The basic principles of political science and the
----------

-- .- ~r ~characteristics of the American polity have directed that

S .the U,` .,.se force only as a last resort in coping with Inter-

national problems; further, if force had to be used, it was

to be used in as small doeses as possible. In any use of

- ~force the risks of escalation should be mi.nimized. For a

variety of reasons it seemed that the wt- 6o, limit the risks

of escalation was employ force gradually, in distinct

phases, taking caim. ,o upset neither the public nor the op-

position's c-l'Iis managers.

Yet many of the above considerations have been in-

compatible with good military sense, The military exists as

anorganizatton to employ force; It has focussed on "threats*

wh Ich are normally "tie forces of the opponent; it has sought

to maximize *shook ef'feet* to destroy those threats. It has

sought specific, directive objectives to be attained through

3 S .rapid and violent execution of orders,

The fundamental problem of political-military coord-

- ~iration, then, has been to determine how far down the hier-

archy of decislonmakers (explained In Chapter 1,11) political

c one-iderations should preivail ov:',v m~ilitary considerations.

-When may tha renerai1 demanzd. tkv~t a President widen the scope.

MR . of a war? When may the President. direct the positioning of

_t agt ~ud General v..qwers to such a fundamental prob.

re. -lem Are diffchilt, but the contirq'enoies analyzed a.ýnve stag-

$Yeit 'severalL factors which must be taken Sito account$

Conside~r r1irst I tervent Ions whose prlm~ry purpog

'Mý ~~Is active defesne. Obviously. oueratIons directed tw-k,

R
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military defense have to be more concerned with basic mili-

tary requirements such as security, mass, unity of comrnaiid,g

and so forth, than interventiohs which do not entail conven-

tional combat. Because these operations are overtly d~efen-

sive well-coordinated, militarily-effective operations will be

a necessary and perhaps even sufficient condition for con-

flict termination. And their vary purpose seems to preclude

j adverse situational constraint from the location and policy

coordination difficulties stemming from a lack of moral or

legal justifiability. The basic factor In successful policy

coordination may well be the perception of successful mili-

tary actions. Thus, within the baste national aim, military

commanders must be given full scope for tactl.,al and strat-

egic success.

On the other hand, Interventions whose purpose Is to

support friendly governments or stakbize political situa-

tionis have quite justifiably had to accent iý high degree of

constraint, down to the lowest tactical levuls. Such oper-

ations are intrinsically civil-military In nature and seem

to work best when the shook effect of military power can

be cxerted In coordination with civil and International law

and without reli~nce on overt violence, Typically, troops

must be viven ta~ctical objectives to secure their own lines

of communication and/or protect vital facilities without

which civil chaos will ensue, but carefully prescribed tac-

tics and rules or exwagwMent must necessarily be followed.

The desarability of arny pa~rticul~ar objective will often be

In I~nverse proportion to the violence necessary to effect



its seizure. Considerations of security may often have to

ye)A to respect for the rights and customs of the populace,

At o~very level the political and diplomatic impact of mili-

tar atinsmust be carefully theidre in military deci-

Take inperpectvetheresults do suggest that

the US and Britain, and US and British forces, have been

successful in coordinating military requirements and poll-

tical necessities In contingency operations aimed to defend,R

support, or stabilize, The hierarchical,'rational decision-

making procedures have by and large functioned smoothly, and

miliaryforces have been of sufficient strength and mobili-

ty to accomplish the required tasks. Th>ugh errors and near-

errors did occur in the operations, these errors seemed to

result not from doctrinal inadequacies but from errors in

But In coercive military actions and military sel-

zures of terrain, Insurmountable problems derived from theo

fundam~ental tension of military methods and politlcal objec-

tives have appeared. Situational constraints may be very'

high and nearily Irreconcilable. The strongtt of the opposi-

tion may seem to require strong military power# but, as in
Vietnam, the risks of escalation may dictate- reruet

ra duijlst policy* -Lack of public support may suggest

rapid action whichi can be terminrated before active dmsi

political opposition cun be aroused, but the weight of pro-

vious conciliatory policies may present an intertia diflff-

cult to overcome. Coercive military actions by a door.

. . .. - ~. -.. . . . .
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state may also face severe policy coordination problems.

The specific national purposes of the contingency operation

may conflitt with the attainment of other goals. And war

against a smaller state generates asymmetric pressures

against the intervening power which, whatever the original

justifications for its actions, will arouse diplomatic con-

str.aints from international organizations and erode its

overall legal/mor&l standing in world affairs.

Thus, while the Western powers have engaged in coer-

cive deployments, they have, at least after Suez, become

very wary of committing forces actively into combat. They

have instead sought a policy of deliberate ambiguity extol-

led by the diplomatic theorists. Its purpose was to threat-

en decisive military action without provoking or suffering

-Wl through it. This strategy of. deliberate ambiguity, which

came t.o be known as graduated response, was successful in

interventions in both Kuwait and Thailand. But in the am-

biguity lay the danger of over extension and protracted con-

flict; once involved in the bluffing and brinkmanship of

coercive deployments, accidents or absence of policy alter-

natives would push the deployed forces into actual combat.

The careful tailoring and high degree of political con-

straint which may have been effective in guiding a demon-

stration of national power without violence would then re-

:'A strain the effective application of military power through

military violence.

Certainly there is n3 easy way to avoid the diffi-

culties of the political-military dichotomy in such opera-

'.,1 .. .... ..... . . ...••.. .. ..•..•.,. ...,,.:_•..,:.,•.. . .. .: .. . .. • , . . . . .,:!.i,.:••.,. ...
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tions. Yet some guidelines do emerge from the cases exa-

mined above. First, the opportunities to succeed at low

cost throu'i diplomatic bargaining supported by coercive de-

ployments, as in Theiland and Kuwait, have existed. These

examples confirm the feasibility of coercive diplomacy under

the right conditions and justify consideration of military

deployments whose primary capabilities are limited to demon-

strations of national concern. Thus military leaders are
not justified in arguing against political constraints in-

trinsic to such deploymen's under those condlitions.

But, second, once military forces are committed to

actual operations requiring military violence, military

lesders have been overly cautious in resisting and political

leaders overly effective in imposing political constraints

which have reduced the military impact of coercive measures.

in Vietnam much more destructive measures could probably

have been employed against the North Vietnamese without in-

creasing appreciably the risks of escalation. Whether these

would have produced more coercion, and hence more success,

can never be known, of course. But it is clear that, once

committed to actual combat, anything less than averwhelming

and rapid military success for the intervening power will be

diplomatically disastrous.

Important timing problems must be considered in co- A

ercive operations, also. Rapid response militarily may gen-

erate more coercive pressures by improving the effectiveness

of military operations through shock effect and surprise,

but this effectiveness must be purchased at the cost of I 'I'

57

~.,.~.. .... ~-..........._.ý
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risks of escalation If the military action Is not d~ecisive.

Responses chronologically linked to the proscribed ~i~

of the opposition may generate less coercive presk ~re b t

more public support than military operations which seize

the initiative from the enemy* But again, once diplo-

matic coercion Is to be implemented by military conflict,

military principles must be given greater priority. While

this conclusion Is fail from a comprehensive doctrine of co-

ercive warfsxe it nevertheless suggests a decisive shift

toward adheren~e to fundamental military principles once co-

ercive operations have escalated to overt violence.

Looking Ahead

As for the future, will contingency operations re-

main a viable mission for US forces? If so, how should these

forces be structured and equipped?

Since the 1965 time-frame at which this investiga-

tion stopped, momentous and still accelerating changes In

the International, domestic, and~ military situations have

occurred, These changes will have significant Impact on the

viability of future contingency missions. First, situa-.

tional constraints have changed dramatically. The system of

alli~nces und agreements which the US established as the

legal and military buttresses of containment has gradually

dissolovc.A1. No clear structure has emorped In Its place,

despite brave notions of the European Community, Trilater-

alism, and so forth. Meamhwble, the prevailing tilt of in-

terna~tional politics, ptrhups influenced more by a socialist



thanf a communist Ideology, has grown more hostile. The num

ber and commitment of US client states has shrunk, a~nd na-

ttorialis;m lias become an even more potent force In world af-

fairs, The result Is fewer potential areas of Intervention

4 ~ at the request of friendly governments. Many of the newly

developing nations hostile or uncommitted to the US have be-

come much better organized and equipped militarily over the

past ten years. Increased Soviet contingency forces impose

a greater risk of escalation through Soviet counterinterven-

tion, at leatst outside the Western Hemisphere. British

foreirn policy since 1966 has moved progressively against

any Inclination to intervene. U6 policy in the past ten

years has been ambiguous regarding intervention; detente,

the Nixon Dootrine, the prolorged Involvement in Vietnam,

the last coercion of the North In December, 1972, the War

Powers Resolution, cutbacks In military forces, and the f 1-

naI tragedies In Southeast Asia have cast a pall of irreso-

lution and uncertainty over future policies. The apparent

unwillingness of the American public to bear the costs of

intL-rnationul commitments imposes iaddItlonal constraint*

Within those situational restrictions military

forces will face now difficulties In contingency operationsop

Given the resitluaI ainbiv~lenco of American foreign policy,

a reuldue which has perhaps !ilfocted the Ainericrin militfiry

almost ag much a.5 It has a~ffected the Department of, Stute,,

Congress, or the public, obtalrninW clear and well-defined

strategic millt4.y objectives will probAhly be moru di. I-

cult than In thle past. 'Though Bi~rtish forces have ileet.
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back, US forces have Improved their strategic mobility,

their firepower, and their readiness. Still, the worldwide

proliferation of Increa.-Ingly sophisticated arms will reduce

the military dominance which these contingency forces can

provide*

Finally, the coordination of military with diplo-

matic actions in contingency operations will likely prove

more difficult In the future. One of the legacies of the

Vietnam commitment has been trie alienation of the US from

the diplomatic support of Its allies and the UN on man'y Is.-

sues. As the October, 1973, Middle East crisis showed, this

alienation may weil be long term. Moreover, with the lin-

gering controversy over the US failure in Vietnam, any In-

tervention seems prima fai more difficult to justify. The

US has sought to improve the balance of its policy coordi-

nation factors by developing Improved relations with China

and the Soviet Union, through the muny negotiations of de-

tente such as SALT and MBI'R, and throu.wh otrior aspects of

personal diplomacy, Overall, however, tihe policy coordina-

tion factors seem leso favorable today thun ten years apo.

N~one of the foreroing argues th~at W4 diplomats will

not see a need to intervene In the peripheral areus at some

future time. Indeed, the Instability and increased American

Involvement In the Middle Easit seem likely to seenerate re-

peated pressures for such Iintervention. And rupidly ex-

panding Soviet Intervention capabilitlea may someday require

a US counterinte.-vention or pre-emptive !ntervention., What

appears more disturbing Is toat the inereused constreaints on
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US i~nterventions -situational, military, and policy coordl-.

nation - will, make future Interventions more risky. more dir..

f'icult to coordinate, and perhaps less liiely to succeed.

A'ncL In the final analysis, only successful Interventions are

useful,

Within these Increased constraints, military forces

will require an unprecedented derree of readiness and mobil-

ity. Reliance on air and naval forces Is unlikely to prove

wholly satisfactory. Because the employment of these for-

ces has a degree of reversability not possible with land

forces, they provide only a limited degree of diplomatic

commitment. In the aftermath of Southeast Asia, that degree

of commitment will be markedly less persuasive than in the

past. Moreover, there may arise situations In which the

firepower anct presence these forces provide are simply In.

appropriate for the tasks required.

In some Interventions a few thousand airborne troopo

with reinforcing, airpower and heuvy weapons may constitute

an effective sttabilizing~ element in an otherwise chaotic

situation. B~ut when the Intervention Involves intimidution

or actual combat with a hostile state, these light forces,

even well supported, may be inadequate, Against ;A numeri-

cally superior, well train~ed, and heavily armed enemy rorces

tViese light forces w~Il luck bottlefield survivability.

Their air support will be vulneruble to interdiction as well;

sknd their mobility on the batt~lerield wiil be severely con-

strmlned. 1~heir dispatch will but serve to Insure Auerli_'ui

lnvo'Veaent In. an uaiy situation. Y6t, griven the co r
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generally unfavorable constraints on American intervention':,

especially the notable lack of public support, initi;,,, mill-

tary defeats will hardly be the means to insure eventual di-
plomatic success. Contingency forces which are heavily ar-

mored and highly mobile through strategic airlift will be a

necessity in contingenches entailing mid-intenslty combat.

Once committed into combat operalons against non-
great power forces, these units will have to conduct vigor-

ous military operations aimed at proper military objectives.

The accomplishment of these objectives should insure that

the opposition has no chance to provoke a protracted cam-

paign which exposes the vulnerabilities of the American

political process. Rapid and decisive operations may also

be the best guarantor afainst Soviet counterintervention in

such contingencies. Only when 'these contingency forcee have

obtained a military situation In which the-opposition per-
ceives that it has no mllitary recc-.e cai the diplomatic

ends be attaitne4,. "

Finally, it should- be noteg that these characterls-

tics for contingency op-ar-.t I.nbawe i w greatly restrict the

applicability of the -hrots ot interventlot which have pro-

vided easy leverage for: -erhcan-foregfn policy. To d4e.-rd
American Interests wit x equltre A rt colit oal coikseut PO

to protect tteh by force of Mst.

In sum, milit4ry 4oti•nency operations hivr-4 been

Useful In the past nnd potential requlrements for contin-
gency operations w11i .,ppe-r In tto ftre. liut these con-

tlrneniy forces wIll need to be more heavily equipped and



deployable than in the past* And even with the Increased

ca~pabilities o1' these forces, the many constraints which

r.:Av'e ievelopted will mak Interventions abroad more difficult

to Implement successfully. At a time of budgjetary restraint

* and foreign policy reassessments, hard choices of national

priorities lie ahead for America if we are to retain the

capacity to Intervene abroad*

Directions for Further R~esearch

Two methodological. techniques developed In this

thesis deserve further developmenit. First, the hierarchi..

cal decislonmaking model must be more fully exulored, If

this model.is accurate, It certainly prescribes the need for

military commanders at all levels to understand the national

and strategic aims and methods if they are to conduct proWe

mission analysis and correctly employ their resources. But

how oughit the higher level aims and constraints be trans-

mitted downwards? Hlow should officers be taught the general

conoept~&l fourdutions necessary to Interpret these hisnier

level concerns? If offlcers can become more integrated In-.

to the iaoltictýA _process- or goal deflnition throug~h such

-~Studies 1 , Wa Is the 11iimey Impact on the overall nature of

Aa~~'~c-- -fý6lt1y eations to be? 'The model seema to

Prova-ea rAamont-, *Io for explaining andi Invest I 1atlr,'

ti-to zlit~ar roi* k tt he foreifli policy process which has

not yet been fully developed.

a~ -econd areg of exploraction Is the set of compara-

tive evaluations whieh were develotoed In~ CLpe lZ
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seems likely that this set of factors may be useful In

evaluating other contingency operations. For example, the

same general categrories might be appropriate to describe

contingency opetrations in the Fift'i Century 13.Cq or the

framework could be useful In Interpretin~g politicai-mili-

tary operations such as brinkmanship against the saoviets

or regional wars not involving Western powers. While erich

of the descriptive factors Is necessarily hiv*'dy general,

the overall framework does provide uwhat may be a use ful

means for classifying and comparinF a broad spectrum of~ poll-

tical military operations*
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